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Abstract

The ability of deep-learning methods to excel in computer vision highly depends on the amount of annotated data available for training. For some tasks, annotation may be too costly and labor intensive, thus becoming the main obstacle to better accuracy. Algorithms that learn from data automatically, without human supervision, perform substantially worse than their fully-supervised counterparts. Thus, there is a strong motivation to work on effective methods for learning with limited annotations. This thesis proposes to exploit prior knowledge about the task and develops more effective solutions for scene understanding and few-shot image classification.

Main challenges of scene understanding include object detection, semantic and instance segmentation. Similarly, all these tasks aim at recognizing and localizing objects, at region- or more precise pixel-level, which makes the annotation process difficult. The first contribution of this manuscript is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that performs both object detection and semantic segmentation. We design a specialized network architecture, that is trained to solve both problems in one forward pass, and operates in real-time. Thanks to the multi-task training procedure, both tasks benefit from each other in terms of accuracy, with no extra labeled data.

The second contribution introduces a new technique for data augmentation, i.e., artificially increasing the amount of training data. It aims at creating new scenes by copy-pasting objects from one image to another, within a given dataset. Placing an object in a right context was found to be crucial in order to improve scene understanding performance. We propose to model visual context explicitly using a CNN that discovers correlations between object categories and their typical neighborhood, and then proposes realistic locations for augmentation. Overall, pasting objects in “right” locations allows to improve object detection and segmentation performance, with higher gains in limited annotation scenarios.

For some problems, the data is extremely scarce, and an algorithm has to learn new concepts from a handful of examples. Few-shot classification consists of learning a predictive model that is able to effectively adapt to a new class, given only a few annotated samples. While most current methods concentrate on the adaptation mechanism, few works have tackled the problem of scarce training data explicitly. In our third contribution, we show that by addressing the fundamental high-variance issue of few-shot learning classifiers, it is possible to significantly outperform more sophisticated existing techniques. Our approach consists of designing an ensemble of deep networks to leverage the variance of the classifiers, and introducing new strategies to encourage the networks to cooperate, while encouraging prediction diversity. By matching different networks outputs on similar input images, we improve model accuracy and robustness, comparing to classical ensemble training. Moreover, a single network obtained by distillation shows
similar to the full ensemble performance and yields state-of-the-art results with no computational overhead at test time.

**Keywords:** few-shot learning, data augmentation, visual context, object detection, semantic segmentation, ensemble methods, convolutional neural networks, computer vision, machine learning.
Résumé

Les capacités des méthodes d’apprentissage profond pour la vision par ordinateur dépendent de la quantité de données annotées disponibles. Or, pour certaines tâches d’apprentissage, l’annotation manuelle de ces données peut se révéler particulièrement chronophaghe. De plus, les algorithmes apprenant de manière automatisée, sans intervention/supervision humaine possèdent des performances en deçà de ceux entièrement supervisés. C’est pourquoi il est important de travailler sur des méthodes d’apprentissage efficaces, et requérant peu d’annotations. Cette thèse propose d’exploiter les connaissances à priori sur la tâche d’apprentissage et développe des solutions efficaces pour la compréhension de scènes et la classification d’images lorsque peu d’exemples sont disponibles. Les principaux défis de la compréhension de la scène incluent la détection d’objets, leurs sémantiques et leurs segmentations (découpages).

La première contribution de ce manuscrit consiste en un réseau de neurones convolutif (CNN) qui effectue la détection d’objets et la segmentation sémantique. Ces réseaux sont conçus à l’aide d’une architecture de réseau spécialisée, formée pour résoudre les deux objectifs lors d’une unique passe, en temps réel. Grâce à la procédure d’entraînement multi-tâches, les deux tâches d’apprentissage bénéficient les unes des autres en termes de précision, sans recourir à de nouvelles données étiquetées.

La deuxième contribution introduit une nouvelle technique d’augmentation de données, c’est à dire, augmenter artificiellement la quantité de données d’entraînement des réseaux. Cette augmentation vise à créer de nouvelles scènes dans un ensemble de données en déplaçant des objets d’une image à une autre. Placer un objet dans un contexte approprié s’est avéré être une amélioration majeure des performances des techniques de compréhension de la scène. Globalement, le collage d’objets aux bons emplacements permet d’améliorer les performances de détection et de segmentation d’objets, avec des gains plus élevés dans les scénarios avec annotations limitées.

La troisième contribution revoit un problème majeur des classificateurs apprenant à partir de peu d’exemples, celui du compromis biais-variance. Notre approche consiste à concevoir un ensemble de réseaux profonds afin de tirer parti de la variance des classificateurs et y introduire de nouvelles stratégies pour encourager les réseaux à coopérer, tout en assurant une certaine diversité de prédiction : en faisant correspondre des sorties de réseaux différents sur des entrées similaires, nous améliorons la précision et la robustesse des modèles. Notre approche améliore de manière significative les performances par rapport aux techniques existantes, tout en se relevant beaucoup moins complexe à mettre en œuvre.
Everything is interesting if you go into it deeply enough

Richard Feynman
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Chapter 1

Introduction

_The world’s most valuable resource is no longer oil, but data_  
— The Economist, 2017

We live in the era of big data. Every 60 seconds, on average, people send 40 million messages on Facebook, watch 4.5 million videos on YouTube and scroll over 350K photos on Instagram\(^\text{1}\). Such statistics is quite recent; only in the last two years the world has generated more data than in the whole previous history of humanity. At this scale, people can no longer analyze the information manually and resort to algorithmic data processing. Machine learning and, in particularly, deep learning-based methods are able to make sense of raw data automatically. Such methods are based on training Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and by now can fully or partially automate certain tasks in vision [92], natural language [36] and audio processing [175].

We owe this success not only to the learning algorithms, but also to human supervision they received during training. For example, in order to distinguish between cats and dogs, a neural network needs to see numerous examples of each category, with a corresponding label. Not surprisingly, a key component of deep learning revolution [92] was the availability of large annotated datasets [145]. Despite the fact that most computer vision datasets are labeled using crowd-
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sourcing [21], the process is still costly and time-consuming, which is becoming a
bottle-neck in deploying deep learning systems.

The central problem of computer vision is finding a “good” image representation.
An image representation, also known as a descriptor or features, is a vector, where
each entry indicates presence of a certain geometrical or semantic feature. That
could be anything from average value of all pixels to the number of people present
in a picture. Hand-crafted image representations [35,112] where found to be
sub-optimal [92] and were replaced by deep image representations provided by
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and optimized from data. They achieve
state-of-the-art accuracy on many vision tasks, such as image classification [76,92,
156], object detection [75,110,142], instance and semantic segmentation [25,75,111].
A common point between these tasks is, again, availability of large labeled datasets.

Deep convolutional neural networks have higher model capacity than standard
tools for image processing [26]; they can extract more complex patterns from data
and store them in larger quantities. As a result, training them on even bigger
datasets is more rewarding [115,162]. The problem is that annotating more data is
not always feasible. One way to get around this limitation is to use unsupervised
learning [23,86], which aims at discovering patterns in the data automatically,
without human supervision. Another option is self-supervised learning [40,60,129]
where the algorithms exploits structure of input data in order to generate learning
signal. These algorithms are able to use millions of unlabeled images freely available
on the web in order to learn image representations. Unfortunately, neither of the
methods currently works better than training with full supervision even on smaller
datasets [23]. Moreover, there is already a lot of labeled data for canonical tasks in
computer vision, and we should take advantage of that. Therefore, one may instead
concentrate the attention on how to make better use of limited annotated data.

One possible direction is to design less general systems dedicated to more
specific problems. This allows to incorporate prior knowledge about a task or
its input into the pipeline, which makes the final problem easier to solve. More
importantly, prior knowledge does not require learning; it makes the algorithm more
data efficient and potentially more accurate. For example, commonly used CNNs
have translation invariance built in by default; all computations are performed
locally in a sliding-window fashion. Thus, when working with images, CNNs have
an advantage over simple feed-forward networks [98], where each neuron in one
layer is connected to all neurons in the next layer with different weight. More
subtle observations about a task and its input may allow for even more efficient
use of available resources, as demonstrated by the modern scene understanding
systems [106,110,111,142]. Another way of using existing data wiser is to perform
artificial data augmentation; a process of synthesizing new training examples by
making little modifications to the original data. Even though we do not mine new
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Information per se, generated images will be perceived as novel training samples by a CNN, and thus increase effective size of the training set. If right image transformations are selected, data augmentation is another way to teach a system invariance properties. For example, varying brightness of training images will make the system robust to illumination conditions. As it is the case for learning algorithms, more effective data augmentation techniques heavily rely on prior knowledge about a task and input structure [45,58].

Availability of large labeled datasets cannot always be taken for granted. When the data is insufficient, the model is likely to overfit the training set, and perform poorly on test images. Overfitting happens when an algorithm memorizes training examples without learning smart relationships between the data and the labels. As a result, the algorithm learns little about the task and has troubles generalizing to new samples. To prevent overfitting and improve generalization, one needs to regularize model training. That could be done by penalizing model complexity [69], inserting random noise into training [160], or stopping the training procedure early [133]. Using data augmentation or incorporating prior knowledge is another powerful form of regularization [33,99], as it has proven useful not only for problems with little data. These techniques may be as effective in large-scale scenarios [78], mainly because they are designed agnostic to the problem size and instead aim at incorporating human expertise in algorithmic solutions. Thus, regardless the task and amount of available data, delving deep into the problem and revealing the insights is always rewarding.

1.1 Goals and Challenges

In this dissertation, we seek for more data-efficient methods and address two related but independent topics: scene understanding on object level and few-shot image classification. By addressing scene understanding on object level we mean solving object detection and segmentation, that aim at localizing and recognizing objects within an image, as well as classifying each pixel in it. Few-shot classification studies the problem of learning classifiers with only a handful of annotated samples (1 or 5 per category). We now briefly present these two tasks, as well as the challenges involved in each of them.

1.1.1 Unsolved Problems in Object-level Scene Understanding

Scene understanding is a central task of computer vision. By understanding a scene we mean to recognize objects comprising it, find their location, and estimate their shape. Obtaining this information is vital in autonomous driving, where a vehicle must be up to date with the situation on the road, anticipate potential
danger, and react promptly. Another application of scene understanding is in robotics, when performing object grasping. An agent needs to know object’s location and shape in order to grasp properly.

To extract this information from an image, one needs to solve the tasks of object detection, semantic and/or instance segmentation. To detect an object means to localize an object with a tight bounding box and recognize its category. Segmentation is about classifying each pixel in an image as belonging to a particular class (semantic segmentation) or a particular object (instance segmentation). These are fundamental vision problems that have been studied for decades and are still an active research direction. Here, we elaborate on the main challenges in scene understanding and possible ways of approaching them.

Throughout the history of scene understanding, the community has created a number of extensively annotated datasets that helped advancing the field. Figure 1.1 gives an example of images from the COCO [108] dataset, annotated for detection and segmentation. Just one glance is enough to understand how tedious and time-consuming the annotation process may get. If drawing bounding boxes around objects does not seem too costly, labeling each pixel of thereof is a tremendous amount of work. The COCO dataset has 2,500,000 segmented objects, and according to [108], annotating 1000 segmentations required 22 worker hours. After making some trivial computations, a natural question arises by itself. Is it worth spending more time annotating even more images? Or should we discover new ways of using existing data more effectively?

In most object detection datasets, even densely annotated, background regions (negatives) still dominate the ones containing objects of interest (positives). This phenomena is called positive/negative imbalance and is illustrated in Figure 1.1. For object detection, it results in imbalanced classification problem on rectangular image
Figure 1.2 – Examples of complicated scenes from the COCO dataset. On the left image, the objects are truncated and occluded, in some areas overlapping to an extent that it is impossible to cover just one object with a single bounding box. On the right image, the humans in front have to be detected by a system as well as the humans on the background, despite the dramatic difference in their scale.

regions, and on pixels in case of segmentation. Moreover, since positive samples are scarce, a system overfits appearance of objects faster than that of background. One way to mitigate this problem is to re-sample positive and negative examples in a more balanced way [61], to re-weight loss corresponding to negative/positive samples [107], or to use data augmentation [110] to reduce overfitting and alleviate the imbalance.

More realistic datasets include numerous examples of heavy object occlusion and truncation. This is an old and ever persistent problem that arises in object detection and instance segmentation. On one hand, a detector must be able to identify an object by only its discriminative parts, if the rest of the object is covered. On the other hand, systematically detecting discriminative parts as a independent objects is undesirable when the full object is visible. Hence, to avoid this issue, a good detector must have a large field of view [72,106] on the input image and have the notion of compositionality [50].

Another problem common for detection and segmentation is scale variations, i.e., when within one dataset, objects of the same category appear at completely different scales, from close-ups to bird’s-eye view (see Figure 1.2). To successfully detect objects across all scales, the system must obtain descriptors that are invariant or equivariant to object’s scale [157]. Moreover, small objects present an additional challenge for CNN-based methods. This is because precise local information tends to saturate deeper in a network due to downsampling operations. Hence, solving this challenge requires designing network architectures that pay equal attention to information at all scales [25,72,144].

Last but not least, the role of visual context is still unclear for the tasks of
scene understanding. It is well known that humans heavily rely on visual context in parsing complicated scenes \cite{10}. This alone is a solid motivation for using this clue in computer vision too. Modern vision systems, based on neural networks, implicitly model visual context by design since the receptive field of “artificial neurons” grows with the network’s depth. This allows to include some context information into object descriptors, however the context range seems to be quite limited \cite{113}. The attempts to model context on top of CNN’s features explicitly did not contribute much to final detection accuracy \cite{29,30}. The reasons for such behavior are unclear, which motivates studying visual context in isolation in order to improve scene understanding.

1.1.2 Challenges in Few-shot Learning

Having a large annotated datasets in some scenarios is simply impossible. One of the reasons may be the cost of label acquisition as in drug discovery, or medical imaging. In other cases, data itself can be scarce as when classifying rare animal species. Here, the number of examples is limited naturally. The task where only a few labeled examples is provided for training is called few-shot learning.

In this manuscript, the problem is formulated as learning a classifier from only a few annotated samples (typically 1 to 5) per category, while having access to a bigger annotated dataset with related visual concepts. The goal of such formulation is to leverage available annotated data, even though not directly related to the target task, in the most effective way. Typically few-shot classification is approached in two stages. First, an algorithm has access only to an abundant annotated dataset of base categories and has to extract useful and transferable knowledge from it. At test time, the task is to leverage the knowledge acquired during the first stage to build a classifier for new categories, given only a few samples of each class. The two main problems of few-shot learning are (1) small data support of the target classes and (2) different categories at training and testing. Both problems have several important implications that we now discuss.

Firstly, training machine learning systems on small datasets leads to overfitting. The model tends to memorize the training set and fails to do accurate predictions at test time. Addressing this issue by model regularization \cite{19} can alleviate the problem, when more data is not available. Artificial data augmentation may help the situation as well \cite{73}. However, there is a more fundamental issue with using little data for statistical reasoning; the variance of estimators increases as the number of samples goes down \cite{54}. From which it follows that few-shot classifiers have inevitably high variance. As far as we know, using diversity in the data and estimated models is the only way to address this problem \cite{37}.

Secondly, classification problems dealing with different classes during training and testing are notoriously difficult to approach. An obvious issue is that we can
not apply a standard classification framework here, i.e., simply build a classifier on training classes and apply it to test samples. Instead, we need to build a new classifier at test time, which is a much harder problem. The difficulty is caused by the domain gap between training and testing data. This means that the two data sets have different statistics, and features tailored to one set are not necessarily useful for the other one [15]. It is possible to narrow the gap between the two by using domain adaptation [56] or training more flexible features in the first place [138].

Apart from the issues related to small dataset size or to train-test data difference, there are difficulties caused by the combinations of these two factors and are specific to few-shot learning. That is, after training a rich visual model, one will not be able adapt it to new categories using few samples, because traditional deep learning techniques fail [52] here. For example, finetuning a network in such scenario results in “forgetting” the previous knowledge and overfitting the new data. To this end, a natural question arises: what kind of learning paradigms should we use to tackle few shot classification? This is an active research topic and this manuscript makes a step towards answering this question.

1.2 Contributions

In this thesis, we bring tree main contributions towards object-level scene understanding and few-shot learning. The first contribution introduces a new real-time pipeline that jointly performs object detection and semantic segmentation. This work has been published at ICCV’17 [44], and the pipeline was made available as an open-source package [121]. The second contribution, published in ECCV’18 [41], develops a new data augmentation method for scene understanding tasks, that is based on explicit context modeling by a CNN. The extension of this work was submitted to PAMI [43] and is under minor revision now. Both the context model and the augmentation pipeline are available online [122]. The third contribution proposes to solve few-shot learning problems by using ensemble methods, and develops more effective strategies for ensemble training. The work was accepted to ICCV’19 [42], and the software code was released [123]. In the following section, we describe each contribution in more detail.

Object detection and semantic segmentation with BlitzNet

The problem of scene understanding often requires to solve object detection and semantic segmentation together. As a result, most of the images in popular scene understanding datasets are annotated for both tasks. In this manuscript, we take advantage of this fact and turn the link between these annotations into an extra
Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.3 – An example of an image annotated for object detection (left) and semantic segmentation (right). In this simple case solving semantic segmentation automatically leads to solving object detection. On the other hand, providing bounding boxes gives a very strong clue for semantic segmentation.

source of information, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. The rest of the section describes current methods for detection and segmentation and our solution, combining them into a single pipeline.

Initial convolutional neural networks architectures for semantic segmentation and object detection were fairly different. First methods for object detection [61, 62, 142] operate in two stages. They first propose plausible object locations and compute their region features, and second, classify and refine each proposal independently using fully-connected networks. This two-staged pipeline is tailored specifically to instance-centric tasks and lacks flexibility. In contrast, semantic segmentation was initially solved using a fully-convolutional network [111] (without fully-connected layers), typically used for dense classification. Not only this framework naturally fits the task of semantic segmentation, its design does not introduce any constraints on the network’s architecture and could be used to solve a wider range of problems. Different approaches for the two tasks find their common ground as new feature extractors are being developed. It turns out that both segmentation [111, 120, 124] and detection [14, 72, 106] benefit from multi-scale features with larger field of view, which further highlights similarity between the tasks. One-stage object detectors [110, 139] propose to tackle the problem with a fully-convolutional network which not only allows for simpler and faster detection but also opens up perspectives for a natural multi-task solution.

In this manuscript, we propose a CNN-based pipeline, called BlitzNet, that performs object detection and semantic segmentation simultaneously in one forward pass. We build our approach on top of the SSD detector [110] and extend the fully-convolutional feature extractor by adding deeper deconvolutional layers that combine high- and low- level information. This architecture not only provides better features and allows for real-time computations but naturally incorporates object
1.2. Contributions

Figure 1.4 – The BlitzNet architecture, which performs object detection and segmentation with one fully convolutional network. On the left, CNN denotes a feature extractor, here ResNet-50 [76]; it is followed by the downscale-stream (in blue) and the last part of the net is the upscale-stream (in purple), which consists of a sequence of deconvolution layers interleaved with ResSkip blocks (see Figure 3.3). The localization and classification of bounding boxes (top) and pixelwise segmentation (bottom) are performed in a multiscale fashion by single convolutional layers operating on the output of deconvolution layers.

detection and semantic segmentation into one pipeline, as depicted in Figure 1.4. Besides the computational gain of having a single network to perform several tasks, we show that object detection and semantic segmentation benefit from each other in terms of accuracy. This is achieved by implicitly learning the correlation between task’s annotations and allows to improve accuracy on one task (segmentation) by annotating only for the other one (detection). Experimental results for VOC and COCO datasets show state-of-the-art performance for object detection and segmentation among real time systems. The method is presented in Chapter 3.

The role of visual context for scene understanding

In the light of severe positive/negative region imbalance in scene understanding tasks, the problem of overfitting foreground region appearance needs to be addressed in a principal way. Since collecting and annotating new data may be costly or simply infeasible, an effective way to artificially increase the number of positive samples is of great importance. In this section, we summarize techniques used for this purpose so far and then present our approach for resolving this issue.

One possible way to tackle this problem is to create new images, either by using generative models [53,130] or rendering purely synthetic scenes [68,83,116,118,161]. The major difficulty with such methods is that generated images may
Chapter 1. Introduction

Images Instances Using context guidance
Random instance placement
Copy-Paste Data Augmentation
New Training Examples

Figure 1.5 – Examples of new scenes synthesized using copy-paste data augmentation with context guidance. We compare images synthesized using our context model to the ones obtained by the random placements strategy. Even though, in either case the results are not perfectly photo-realistic and display blending artifacts, the visual context surrounding objects is more plausible with the explicit context model. Images and objects are taken from the VOC’12 dataset [47] using provided instance masks.

differ substantially from the real ones. Consequently, a system trained on synthetic data will not generalize in the real world. Therefore, a simpler and more reliable approach to obtain new “interesting” training examples is to modify existing images a.k.a. artificial data augmentation. Most of detection [110, 139, 142] and segmentation [25, 75] pipelines already include basic data augmentation such as random horizontal flipping, region cropping and color jittering. The authors of [66] go further and paste artificial text into natural images while accounting for local geometry. Creating new scenes this way reduces the presence of rendering artifacts, and allows to improves accuracy on text detection. A plausible way to augment instance detection datasets is to copy-paste an object into different images [45], using instance segmentation masks. This method places objects at random positions but handles blending artifacts carefully using boundary smoothing, which makes the training step robust to boundary artifacts at pasted locations.

In this thesis, we follow the copy-paste augmentation paradigm and generalize it to the tasks of object-level scene understanding, namely object detection, semantic and instance segmentation. In Chapter 4, we show that randomly pasting objects on images hurts the performance, unless the object is placed in the right context, as
1.2. Contributions

Figure 1.6 – A high-accuracy mean-centroid classifier (middle) obtained by ensembling diverse individual classifiers (left and right). When averaging class probabilities estimated by independent models, individual prediction errors “cancel out”, which results in a more accurate final classifier.

illustrated in Figure 1.5. To resolve this issue, we propose an explicit context model by using a convolutional neural network, which predicts whether an image region is suitable for placing an object or not. In our experiments, we show that our approach is able to improve object detection, semantic and instance segmentation accuracy. The results are consistent across different models on PASCAL VOC12 and COCO datasets, with significant gains when few labeled examples are available. We also show that the method is not limited to datasets that come with expensive pixel-wise instance annotations and can be used when only bounding boxes are available, by employing weakly-supervised learning for instance masks approximation.

**Few-shot learning with ensembles**

As we have observed in the previous section, data augmentation methods are more helpful in scenarios when fewer annotated examples is available. However, when the number of training samples is very low, simple data augmentation is not enough to achieve good performance. This became the main motivation for us to study a problem with scarce data in isolation. The task of few-shot learning was initially considered in [12, 49] and recently experienced its renaissance thanks to the works of [96, 137, 172]. The authors pose a problem as few-shot classification with access to a large dataset of related visual concepts (base categories). Thus, the
task is to effectively use the knowledge from extensively annotated concepts for a few-shot classification problem on new classes. The works of [52, 172] demonstrate that neural networks overfit base categories if standard training techniques are used. To tackle this problem, they propose using meta-learning [152, 164] as a method for regularization. Meta-learning extracts “transferable” knowledge from the base categories and adapts it to new classes. Current meta-learning based methods propose to learn a “good” network initialization [52], that adapts to new tasks in just a couple of gradient update steps. It is possible to learn the update rule itself [137] or to predict parameters of a classifier for new categories [18, 59, 135]. Another line of work proposes to learn a metric space suitable for comparison of both base and novel classes. It amounts to training a CNN embedding in a meta-learning fashion and then using it to build a distance-based classifier [159,172].

A recent work [27] shows that state-of-the-art results could be achieved without using meta-learning or metric learning. They train a CNN classifier on base categories, remove the last classification layer and use the remaining CNN as a fixed feature extractor. When a few-shot problem is presented, a simple linear or cosine classifier, trained on top of the CNN’s features, achieves performance on par with the state-of-the-art. This raises a question on whether the community needs to concentrate on algorithms that allow for more transferable knowledge or to investigate other issues related to the few-shot learning problem.

In Chapter 5 we propose to address the fundamental problem of high variance, that inevitably arises when training classifiers on little data. Our approach consists of designing an ensemble of deep networks to leverage the variance of individual predictors (see Figure 1.6) and obtain a final classifier with lower variance and higher accuracy. To achieve this goal we build a mean-centroid classifier on top of each CNN and combine their predictions by averaging soft-max activations. We go beyond independent training of networks and introduce new strategies to encourage the networks to cooperate, while maintaining predictions’ diversity. This is achieved by penalizing the difference between output probabilities during ensemble training. Finally, we evaluate our approach on the mini-ImageNet, tiered-ImageNet and CUB datasets, where we show that even a single network obtained by distillation yields state-of-the-art results surpassing all other existing method by a considerable margin.
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Background

Traditional computer vision algorithms consist of two independent stages illustrated in Figure 2.1. In the first stage, the goal is to extract visual features from data, i.e., to map raw pixels into a meaningful semantic representation. In the second stage, the goal is to build a machine learning model on top of the image representations in order to solve the task, i.e., to map feature vectors into labels. While the second step is common to any reasoning problem, the first stage is specific only to computer vision and had been an active research area for the last several decades. Classical feature descriptors aim at characterizing image patches in a way that is robust to shift, scale and illumination change. They are entirely hand-crafted and rely only on human’s prior knowledge about the nature of visual data and downstream applications. The most popular examples of such features are SIFT [112] and HOG [35] descriptors. These are local features that describe image regions independently and need to be aggregated into a single vector to describe an image as a whole. One of the simplest ways to aggregate local feature into a global descriptor is Bag Of Words (BOW) [32]. It performs clustering on local descriptors and uses cluster sizes to describe the whole image (see Figure 2.1). Other methods build on top of this basic idea and propose more sophisticated ways of summarizing information about discovered clusters [81,149].

The second stage aims at discovering statistical correlations between image descriptors and task labels. This is done by using machine learning methods to estimate a function that maps visual features to desired outputs. With the use of traditional learning techniques, such as SVM [31], kernel methods [153] or boosting [151], the community built successful vision systems for image and video classification [131], object detection [50] and image retrieval [131].
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The work of [92] is considered to be a turning point in computer vision research. It proposes to use convolutional neural networks for the task of large-scale image classification [145] and outperforms all classical approaches by a big margin. CNNs predict an image class directly from raw pixels, thus merge the two steps of the classical pipelines into one. The whole system is optimized for the final task jointly, using backpropogation [98]. Not only the feature extractor is now learned from data, it extracts representations optimal for the classifier and makes its task easier. This is in contrast to classification of hand-crafted features in two-staged pipelines. Eventually, neural networks led to new state-of-the-art results on all standard vision tasks [25,75,76]. However, the price to pay for such success is enormous amount of annotated data required for learning [108,119,145], training time and computational resources.

Outline. In Section 2.1 we consider image classification with classical and CNN-base methods. Then, we discuss semantic segmentation, a task of dense classification, and present current approaches for solving in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 gives an overview of object detection and instance segmentation and discusses in details the main CNN-based pipelines for these problems. We cover modern
data augmentation techniques in Section 2.4. Finally, Section 2.5 is dedicated to few-shot learning and existing frameworks to tackle this problem.

## 2.1 Image Classification with CNNs

Image classification is a problem of predicting an object’s category, given it’s image, where the category is chosen from a predefined set of labels. Image recognition is a central problem in computer vision that has driven progress in the field for decades. Most of the standard modern approaches for classification are built upon parametric statistical models [54]. Their goal is to explain the training data, i.e., given a training image, output a corresponding ground-truth label. To achieve this goal, suitable model’s parameters are estimated using optimization procedure. For example, given a dataset of images and their labels \( D_{\text{train}} = \{x_i, y_i\}_{i=1}^N \) we can find model’s parameters \( \theta \) by maximizing log-likelihood of the data under the model. To prevent overfitting the training set, the model should be regularized, for example by penalizing the \( L^2 \)-norm of the parameters. This can be formalized as follows:

\[
\theta^* = \arg\min_{\theta} L(D_{\text{train}}, \theta) + \lambda \|\theta\|_2^2 \tag{2.1}
\]

\[
L(D_{\text{train}}, \theta) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^N \ell(x_i, y_i) = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^N \log(p_\theta(x_i)). \tag{2.2}
\]

Here, \( p_\theta(x_i) \) is a predicted probability of image \( x_i \) belonging to a class \( y_i \) given the content of \( x_i \). In classical computer vision, we would model \( p_\theta(\cdot) \) in two steps, i.e., first by building a feature descriptor \( d(x_i) \) for an image \( x_i \) and then fitting a machine learning model \( g_\theta(d(x_i)) \) on top. Usually, in such approaches, model \( g_\theta(\cdot) \) doesn’t have a lot of parameters, i.e., \( \theta \) is a vector of moderate dimensionality. Moreover, the feature extractor \( d(\cdot) \) does not have learnable parameters at all as it is hand-crafted. Hence, such pipelines do not require massive annotated datasets for training and reach their top performance with a fair amount of data.

An alternative way to tackle image recognition is by using a neural network \( f_\theta(x) \) that directly maps inputs to predicted probabilities. Neural networks are typically composed of multiple layers, each performing a linear transformation of a previous layer’s output, followed by a point-wise non-linearity. Such block structure allows to represent a neural network as a composition of simpler functions, where each function is parametrized independently: \( f_\theta(x) = \sigma(f_{\theta_n}^n(\sigma(f_{\theta_{n-1}}^{n-1}(\ldots f_{\theta_1}^1(x)\ldots)))) \) with \( \theta^T = [\theta_1^T, \ldots, \theta_n^T] \). The work of [98] proposes to optimize the parameters \( \theta \) directly for the final task, using backpropagation. This technique is called end-to-end training; it allows for simultaneous updates for all \( \theta_i \) and makes training neural networks practical. The work of [99] established a new framework for image
classification, called Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Figure 2.2 presents LeNet - the first CNN architecture. As the figure suggests, it is possible to split the network in two homogeneous parts: the first one consisting of convolutional, sub-sampling and non-linear layers interlaced with each other, and the second one being a sequence of fully-connected (linear) layers with non-linearities in between. This highlights the connection with the classical computer vision pipelines. Here, the first part of the network serves as a feature extractor while the second part implements a classifier. More formally:

\[
d(x) = \sigma(f_{\theta_n}^k(\sigma(f_{\theta_{n-1}}^{k-1}(\ldots f_1^1(x)))))
\]

\[
g(x) = \sigma(f_{\theta_n}^n(\sigma(f_{\theta_{n-1}}^{n-1}(\ldots f_{\theta_{k+1}}^{k+1}(d(x)))))
\]

where \(1 < k < n\)

On one hand, convolutional layers learn local correlation patterns and provide filters invariant to spatial locations. This design takes into account the nature of images and hence result in a powerful feature extractor. On the other hand, a multi-layer perceptron (multiple fully-connected layers stacked together) is a flexible, high-capacity model suitable for classification. Combined together, they represent a perspective pipeline for image recognition. An obvious drawback is a large number of parameters to be optimized, in both the feature extractor and the classifier.

The seminal work of [92] has shown that scaling up CNNs for image classification results in significant accuracy improvements over the previous state-of-the-art. That became possible thanks to advanced computational resources and availability of massive annotated datasets [145]. AlexNet architecture resembles LeNet [99], but it is deeper as it stacks more convolutional and pooling layers. The authors showed that using ReLU [67] as a nonlinearity speeds up training and inference.
For optimizing the parameters, [92] employs batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with momentum and decreases the learning rate to improve convergence. To regularize the model, the authors used weight decay, dropout [160], and various data augmentation techniques, such as image translations, horizontal reflections, and random image crops. All computations were conducted in a parallel fashion to overcome memory limitations of existing GPUs. Nevertheless, it took almost a week for the model to fully converge. Combining all these ideas together revealed the true potential of neural networks and formed a basis for CNN design and training in the future works.

VGG network [156] is an important step in development of deep convolutional architectures. First of all, it outperforms AlexNet and sets a new state of the art on ImageNet [145], the main large scale image recognition benchmark. More importantly, this work proposes a systematic and more intuitive approach to network design, that results in a simpler and more accurate architecture (see Figure 2.3). The paper manifests that CNNs have to be deep (up to 19 layers) in order better capture hierarchical structure of visual information. All convolutions have kernel of size 3x3; this makes the computations efficient. Stacking these layers together with nonlinearities and max-pooling increases the neuron’s Field of View (FoV) - the area on the input image that affects the current neuron’s output. Thus, it can approximate more complex operations with larger kernel at lower cost. When layers resolution is halved due to pooling, the number of feature maps is usually doubled. This reduces the total number neurons deeper in the network and forces information compression. The main computational bottleneck is however not the convolutional backbone but the last fully-connected layers, serving as a powerful feature classifier. Overall, the VGG16 served as a main feature extractor in many downstream vision applications for several years, even though it has 140M parameters and could be rather slow in training and inference.

After the success of VGG, the positive influence of networks’ depth on the performance became apparent. It seemed like building even deeper networks would solve all the problems, if only one had enough computational resources. However, that was only half true as in some cases stacking more layers could hurt the performance instead [76]. Such behavior was advocated to imperfect initialization strategies and difficulty in optimization, i.e., saturated gradients. ResNet [76] addresses the depth issue by introducing a new computational block that learns residual functions with reference to the layer inputs, instead of learning unreferenced functions. Figure 2.3 gives a visual explanation to this key computational strategy used in the ResNet architecture. This seemingly simple trick allows to avoid the problem of saturated gradients, i.e., there is a path from the loss to the input, where the gradient undergoes little transformations. This in turn makes it possible to build very deep networks (up to 1000 layers) that keep improving accuracy with
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Figure 2.3 – (a) VGG network architecture [156]. Image source [156]. (b) Residual computation block of the ResNet architecture [76]. The block takes an input and computes a residual that is added to the input and passed down the network stream. This is in contrast to standard computational scheme where only residual is computed and propagated. Image source [76].

Growing depth. Moreover, the residual block allows to easily learn the identity transformation by a layer (by setting up residual transformation to zero), if further increasing the network’s depth is harmful for the performance. Importantly, ResNet demonstrates much better computational efficiency as it is a fully-convolutional architecture; it replaces the fully-connected layers by average-pooling and a linear map. Overall, ResNet [76] is a simpler, faster and more powerful feature extractor, comparing to VGG [156]. We use ResNet through the manuscript and build upon this model in Sections 3, 4, 5.

In most applications, convolutional neural networks surpass classical vision approaches by a big margin. Yet, the large number of parameters inevitably requires massive annotated datasets and a lot of computations. For example, the model introduced in [92] has 62 million parameters and was trained for 6 days on the ImageNet dataset [145] (over a million annotated images). The need for large labeled datasets is impractical as human annotation becomes a bottleneck. The authors of [92] hypothesized that the CNN feature extractor trained on ImageNet must learn rather general visual representations, useful for other visual tasks. That is, AlexNet with fixed weights could provide image embeddings that capture high-level semantics, useful for image retrieval. This observation is of great importance for other computer vision tasks as it enables transferring the knowledge, learned by the network, from ImageNet to these tasks implicitly. Alternatively, initializing a CNN with ImageNet weights and training for other tasks has a similar effect. Following such initialization strategy greatly improves accuracy for object detection [61] and semantic segmentation [111] comparing to training the network from scratch. This
2.2. Semantic Segmentation

Image segmentation is a task of breaking an image into meaningful and coherent segments. There are many ways one can define “meaningful” and hence many types of segmentation problems. Semantic segmentation aims at producing coherent regions of pixels belonging to the same class of objects. In other words, given an image $x$, each pixel $x_{i,j}$ has to be assigned a class label $y_{i,j}$ from a predefined label set. Viewed this way, semantic segmentation is an example of dense classification problem and could potentially enjoy the advancements in standard image classification, discussed in Section 2.1. By labeling pixels at different spatial location, solving localization is implicitly assumed. As a result, the need to pursue two fairly different goals (classification and localization) simultaneously poses its own challenges. In this section, we discuss these challenges and the ways to address them.

A classical computer vision approach to semantic segmentation consists of two steps. First step is dedicated to finding plausible image segments that could be responsible for objects, while the second one is to classify these segments. It is possible to group pixels into connected regions, based on their color or gradient similarity. Those regions are called superpixels [143] (see Figure 2.4). Working with pixel groups instead of single pixels is advantageous as it brings region statistics

Figure 2.4 – Superpixels are groups of neighboring pixels organized together at several scales based on their color and gradient similarity. Image source [3].

serves as a first important example of judicious data usage in the era of deep learning.
into consideration. This allows to compute superpixel’s semantic descriptors and classify them into categories. It could even happen, that region size is as small as one pixel [101], the descriptors would still be computed based on the local neighborhood. For example, the work of [101] represents each single pixel with a vector containing outputs of texture detectors. Such descriptors carry semantic information and could be used for classification directly.

When the pixels are classified independently, the relationship between output class variables is not taken into account, and thus, an important source of information is ignored. Probabilistic graphical models [89] allow to model such relationships by specifying a set of conditional independence assumptions. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [95] discriminatively model a latent set of variables $Y$, given an observed set of variables $X$. They enable reasoning about class labels $y_i$ for all pixels, while taking into account the whole image $X$ and using the prior knowledge induced by the independence assumptions. The work of [93] was the first to apply CRF for binary semantic segmentation. They used two types of pairwise potentials: the first one encouraging smoothness of predicted labels and the second one that adapts to discontinuities in neighboring brightness values. Later many other works applied CRF to refine their initial predictions defined on pixels or superpixels [91,155,170].

Performing dense pixel classification is actually a task that naturally suits convolutional neural networks. An early work in this area [48] demonstrates how to apply CNNs to segment image patches. Nowadays, all state-of-the-art segmentation methods are based on the fully-convolutional approach [111] and are trained end-to-end. Doing so is more efficient because it eliminates the need to perform redundant computations on overlapping patches. More importantly, [111] introduces a number of ideas essential for obtaining good quality segmentations with CNNs. Adapting an ImageNet pre-trained network for dense predictions is one of the keys to good performance. The authors recast the last fully-connected layer of VGG as a convolutional one (with filter size $1 \times 1$) and slide it over the feature map. This results in a segmentation map of low resolution. The full pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The resulting architecture has a sub-sampling ratio 32, which means that the output mask is 32 smaller than the input. Thus the mask is very coarse and missing important local information. Multi-scale architecture is proposed to refine coarse predictions obtained from the last layer. Intermediate featuremaps of higher resolution are used for predicting their masks too; skip-connections are employed to make parallel predictions corresponding to different levels of features. As opposed to semantically reach but spatially coarse deeper layers, preceeding featuremaps of higher resolution provide the final masks with finer local details. Predictions from all the levels are then up-scaled to the same resolution and aggregated by summation. Learnable upscaling with deconvolutions
Figure 2.5 – (a) The first fully convolutional framework of [111] for semantic segmentation built on AlexNet. Image source [111]. (b) Architecture of U-Net. Fusion of layers is achieved by adding up featuremaps. Image source [144].

is proposed to process the coarse masks. Initialized as simple bi-linear up-sampling, deconvolutional layers learn a more optimal up-sampling strategy, guided by the final loss. Shift-and-stitch mechanism was proposed to enable truly dense prediction with 1-to-1 pixel correspondence between an input image and the predicted mask. The algorithm amounts to shifting an input image by one pixel \( S \) (where \( S \) is the final network’s stride) times in each direction, computing slightly different masks at each location and interlacing them together to obtain the final mask.

The U-Net architecture [144] is an important step in CNN design for semantic segmentation. It proposes to reverse the scale pyramid of a base CNN feature extractor (contractive path) and up-scale image representations deeper in the network (expansive path) to obtain fine-grained predictions. Figure 2.5 demonstrates the network’s design. The up-sampled layers in the expansive path are lacking precise local information, lost due to pooling operations. To restore it, the authors propose to transfer the information from the earlier layer on the contractive path. This design provides better localization and allows to incorporate global image information into final pixel predictions.

A fully-convolutional architecture is able to provide high quality labeling of individual pixels, however, as in earlier works on image segmentation, modeling relationships between label predictions explicitly is not implemented. DeepLab [25] bridges this gap by applying a fully-connected CRF on top of predicted masks in order to refine obtained predictions. This step is performed instead of transferring local details from early layers and shows competitive or better performance. The network’s high sub-sampling ratio is addressed by dilated (atrous) convolutions [184]. This is an operation conceptually identical to “shift-and-stitch” mechanism but more computationally efficient. A convolutional filter is sparsified (dilated with zeros) and
2.3 Object Detection and Instance Segmentation

If semantic segmentation provides detailed semantic description of the scene, it does not distinguish between different object instances of the same class. The task of instance segmentation addresses this shortcoming; it assigns each pixel to an object of predefined categories or labels it as background. This problem formulation is strictly harder than semantic segmentation. The task of object detection is a
proxy for instance segmentation. Its goal is to recognize and localize objects via bounding boxes. The most efficient instance segmentation methods to date rely on object detection to find boxes containing instances, and then segment their interior. Hence, in this section we first concentrate on methods for object detection and then describe instance segmentation approaches.

The basic principles for solving object detection changed very little in the last two decades. The classical works [126, 173] on face detection would serve as a simple example to demonstrate these principles in action. A typical object detection pipeline as well consists of two parts: first defining region descriptors suitable for the problem, then building a machine learning model on top. The works [126, 173] proposed to use Harr-like filters for face detection. Given an image region, such filters compute difference between average intensities in adjacent region rectangles. These differences are later used to categorize the region. For example, it is well known that for human face, average intensity around an eye is considerably lower than in the region of cheeks (see Figure 2.7). Therefore, a common Haar feature for face detection is a set of two adjacent rectangles that lie above the eye and the cheeks. A database of positive examples is obtained by extracting faces within annotated bounding boxes. The negative examples correspond to random image patches that have no faces on them. This database is then used to find appropriate Harr filters and to train a classifier on their responses. After this is done, a set of selected filters with a trained classifier constitutes a face detector. To actually detect faces on arbitrary images, this detector is applied to numerous image locations at different scales, in a sliding window fashion. The regions classified positively correspond to detected faces, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Depending on the difficulty of a detection task, one may use more sophisticated feature descriptors [22, 35, 112, 182] or build more powerful classifiers [31, 97, 151].
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Figure 2.8 – Overview of R-CNN system. (1) It takes an input image, (2) extracts around 2000 bottom-up region proposals, (3) computes features for each proposal using a large (CNN), and then (4) classifies each region using class-specific linear SVMs. Image source [62].

Nevertheless, the core ideas of mining training samples, learning a detector and applying it across various image patches are highly relevant to date.

Detection benchmark datasets become more complicated with time and force the methods to evolve as well. For example, Pascal VOC’07 [47] dataset includes 20 categories of common objects that are present under scale and appearance variation. The work [50] addresses both inter- and intra-class diversity problems in their DPM method. They first compute Histogram of Gradient (HOG) [35] features on a dense grid of image locations and build a part-based model on top. The part based model assumes that objects of the same category are composed of the same parts, and models part’s appearance independently. Once the part detectors are learned, the object model assembles their outputs and robustly detect instances under appearance variations and occlusions. Mining hard negative examples for training further reduces the number of false positive detections. At test time, the model is slid over the whole image at multiple scales to assigns a score to each location, based on the learned object model. Highly-scored boxes correspond to successful detections. Since the model is applied on a dense grid, one object is often detected multiple times. In such situations, a standard practice for removing duplicate detections is to use Non Maximum Suppression (NMS) algorithm. This simple heuristic amounts to keeping only boxes with the highest score while other boxes, highly overlapping with the top ones, are discarded. The overlapping criteria is defined via Intersection over Union (IoU) between the bounding boxes.
### Two-stage CNN Detectors

A seminal work of [62] is the first to tackle object detection with convolutional neural networks. In the general detection framework, CNN serves as a region feature extractor. An ImageNet pre-trained network is re-purposed to provide semantic descriptors for squared image patches. One forward pass of a deep CNN is computationally expensive, therefore it is too costly to apply the detector in a sliding window fashion. Instead, the authors use class-generic object proposals [169] that are more likely to contain a foreground object than background. This results in orders of magnitude fewer potential object locations to be evaluated. These regions are then cropped, re-sized to a square, and fed to the neural network. As the CNN is specifically trained for region classification, it leads to highly discriminative region features. The overview of the pipeline is given in Figure 2.8. Once the region features are computed by the network, they are classified using class-specific linear SVMs.

Training R-CNN amounts to fine-tuning AlexNet for region classification, which provides rich semantic features. The training procedure for the SVM classifier is analogous to the one of DPM [50]. Here, however, the hard negative mining also comes from the region proposals. In particular, at each iteration 25% of the region proposals are positive (IoU > 0.5 with a ground-truth bounding box) and the rest are negative (IoU < 0.3 with a ground-truth bounding box). At test time, 2000 proposals are sampled using the Selective Search algorithm [169], re-sized to 227x227, fed to AlexNet [92] and then classified by SVM. Finally, NMS is applied on the scored regions to remove duplicates.

The R-CNN approach establishes basic principles of object detection with CNNs and demonstrates that semantically rich features are the key to high-quality object detection. Overall, R-CNN makes a remarkable step forward in object detection. However, there is a number of drawbacks such as low computational efficiency of the method and separate optimization of feature extractor and classifier. These issues are addressed in the follow-up paper [61]. There, instead of cropping a region from an image and feeding it to a CNN, the whole image is first processed by a network and only then region features are cropped from a deep feature map. Doing so removes redundant computations on overlapping regions and provides object features with neighborhood visual context. Those region features are then re-sampled to a standard (7 × 7) resolution using RoI-pooling, i.e., an operation that performs max-pooling of non-uniform regions into a fixed sized feature map. Later, the region features are processed by a fully-connected network to predict object’s category and bounding box offset. Since the initial object proposals are still computed using traditional methods [169], predicting corrections based on CNN’s features substantially improves the localization performance.

Faster-RCNN [142] approach finally abandons standard vision techniques and
Figure 2.9 – (a) Overview of the Faster-RCNN system. An input image is first processed by a CNN and mapped to a feature map. From this map, object proposals are predicted. These locations are cropped from the feature map and used for classification and localization. Image source [142]. (b) The Feature Pyramid Network architecture. Top-down pathway is attached to the base feature extractor (bottom-up pathway). Skip-connection are used to fuse information from earlier layers. Predictions are obtained from each layer in the feature pyramid. Image source [106].

shifts to a pipeline entirely based on deep learning; the system now computes object proposals directly from CNN features. As Figure 2.9 demonstrates, after processing an image with a series of convolutions, obtained dense descriptors are directly used to predict class agnostic object proposals. This module is called Region Proposal Network (RPN) and is used instead of classical Selective Search [169]. The rest of the pipeline is identical to Fast-RCNN [61], i.e., predicting category and box offsets from a region feature using a multi-layer perceptron. The experiments show that using RPN instead of shallow image proposals is faster; moreover, the proposals are more accurate and result in better detection performance. Finally, the whole pipeline can now be optimized end-to-end which provides image representations tailored to the final task at all levels. On the PASCAL VOC’07 [47] dataset, the method achieves 73.2\% mean Average Precision (mAP) and runs at 5 frames per second (FPS).

Faster-RCNN establishes an independent two-staged computational framework, called general R-CNN framework, tailored to object-centric tasks, i.e., the tasks concerned with retrieving and processing image regions containing objects of interest. In the general RCNN framework, the first stage computes dense deep image representations and proposes potential object locations, the second stage performs independent per-region computations that are specific to the final task. To advance
the framework further, the community concentrated on delivering deep features of better quality. The inside-outside network [14] combines information from several top down layers to aggregate region descriptors across multiple scales. Feature pyramid networks [106] add a deconvolutional head on top of main feature extractor and use lateral connections between layers of the same scale (see Figure 2.9). This helps with detection of small objects and provides better context modeling. It is important to note, that the same tricks led to identical improvements for semantic segmentation, which implies tight connection between the tasks. However, semantic segmentation processes an image as a whole and is not concerned with region-based computations, which renders the general R-CNN framework irrelevant for semantic mask prediction.

**One-stage CNN detectors**

Another way to perform object detection with CNNs is to abandon region-based framework and share computations across all image locations, as traditionally done in sliding-window approaches. YOLO [139], MultiBox [46] and Single-Shot multibox Detector (SSD) [110] are the first methods to do so. In this section, we focus on SSD, as we build upon this framework in Sections 3 and 4.

SSD relies on a fully convolutional architecture for feature extraction and uses anchor boxes of different scales and aspect ratios, densely covering input image, to form a set of proposals. We call this proposal set default boxes. The authors associate a set of default bounding boxes with each feature map cell, for multiple feature maps at the top of the network. The default boxes tile the feature map in a convolutional manner, so that the position of each box relative to its corresponding cell is fixed. This eliminates the need for any object proposal generator, and thus enables fast computations. Figure 2.10 gives an overview of the pipeline. The network’s architecture is composed of a base feature-extractor, that is an ImageNet pre-trained network VGG16, followed by an auxiliary structure composed of convolutional blocks. These blocks decrease in size progressively and allow predictions of detections at multiple scales. Each layer dedicated for prediction is responsible for a specific object scale and produces a fixed set of detections using convolutional filters. The system design is presented in Figure 2.10, bottom. Similar to other frameworks, the model outputs category probabilities and class-specific box offsets, that are measured relative to a default box position.

Prior to training, it has to be determined which default boxes correspond to a ground truth detection. For each ground truth box, all default boxes across different locations, scales, and aspect ratios are considered and matched to the ground truth box only if their IoU is higher than 0.5. Once the target outputs are
Figure 2.10 – Design principles of Single Shot multibox Detector (SSD). Top: Initial image (a) is tiled with candidate default boxes of different aspect ratios at different scales ((b) and (c)). For each default box, object category and coordinate offset are predicted (c). Bottom: CNN architecture used for object detection. Here, VGG16 base network is augmented with top-down pathway containing feature maps of decreasing scales. Each feature map is responsible for detecting objects of corresponding scale only. Images source [110].

defined, the image is fed to the network to compute the loss accordingly:

\[
L(x, c, l, g) = \frac{1}{N}(L_{conf}(x, c) + \alpha L_{loc}(x, l, g))
\]  

(2.3)

The total loss is a weighted combination of classification \( L_{conf} \) and localization \( L_{loc} \) loss terms. The number of matched boxes \( N \) is used to normalize the loss. Let \( x_{ij} \) be an indicator for matching the \( i \)-th default box to the \( j \)-th ground truth box of category \( p \). The localization loss is the Smooth L1 loss [61] between the predicted box \( (l) \) and the ground truth box \( (g) \) parameters. The authors regress to offsets for the center \((cx, cy)\) of the default box \( (d) \) and for its width \( w \) and height \( h \).
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\[ L_{\text{loc}}(x, l, g) = \sum_{i \in \text{Pos}} \sum_{m \in \{cx, cy, w, h\}} x_{ij}^k \text{smooth}_{L1}(l_i^m - \hat{g}_{ij}^m) \]

\[ \hat{g}_{ij}^{cx} = \frac{(g_{ij}^{cx} - d_{ij}^{cx})}{d_{ij}^x} \quad \hat{g}_{ij}^{cy} = \frac{(g_{ij}^{cy} - d_{ij}^{cy})}{d_{ij}^y} \]

\[ \hat{g}_{ij}^w = \log \left( \frac{g_{ij}^w}{d_{ij}^x} \right) \quad \hat{g}_{ij}^h = \log \left( \frac{g_{ij}^h}{d_{ij}^y} \right) \] (2.4)

After the matching step, most of the default boxes are negative, i.e., correspond to background. This results in significant imbalance between positive and negative training examples. Naively using all negative examples for computing the loss would bias the training. For that reason, SSD uses hard negative mining; it selects a small fraction of negative samples with the highest loss and adds only those to the total loss computation, along with the positive samples. The authors have found data augmentation to be crucial for training one-stage detectors. They use horizontal flips, random crops, color augmentation and zoom-out procedure. The letter amounts to downsizing an image and placing it on a blank canvas of the original image size. Doing so effectively decreases the size of all objects in the image and creates more examples of small objects in the dataset. During inference, an image is propagated through the network and all default boxes are evaluated. To speed up NMS post-processing, only top 200 candidates are considered for each class, based on the assigned score. When tested, SSD achieves 76.8% mAP on the Pascal VOC’07 detection benchmark, when working with 512 × 512 images and operating at 19 Frames Per Second (FPS). While being conceptually simpler, it works faster and achieves better results than two-staged Faster-RCNN. Such encouraging results stimulated more thorough investigation of one-stage detectors.

As it is usual for scene understanding with CNNs, further works focused on improving the quality of features, especially on increasing their field of view and enreaching them with global information. This way, the work of [55] proposed Deconvolutional Single Shot Detector which has a better network architecture than that of SSD. Instead of using the layers from top-down stream for detection, the authors attached a deconvolutional head (a cascade of convolutional blocks of increasing resolution) and used it for region classification. Similar to [106, 144], it helps with detecting small objects and takes visual context into account. A more fundamental problem of severe class imbalance between positive and negative proposals in one-stage detection was addressed in [107]. The paper proposed to use all default boxes for loss computation, but to down-weight contribution to the final loss of those examples, that are confidently classified. As shown in the paper, most of the negative proposals are indeed confidently classified as background, so the main contribution to the loss comes from positive and hard negative examples. Overall, one-stage detectors [55, 107] are competitive in terms of accuracy with
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Figure 2.11 – (a) The Mask-RCNN pipeline for instance segmentation. (b) The design of RoIAlign module: the RoI (in bold) entries are composed by bi-linear interpolation of the nearest feature-map (in dashed) points.

Instance segmentation with CNNs

Instance segmentation is a task of classifying each pixel as belonging to a particular instance in a scene. This could be seen as an extension of semantic segmentation, where in addition to a category, each pixel has to be labeled with an object id. An alternative way of looking at instance segmentation is as an extension of object detection. Instead of coarse localization via a bounding box, the method has to find the underlying object boundary too, that is contained inside the bounding box. As a consequence, there are two paradigms of approaching instance segmentation, namely segmentation-based and detection-based. Segmentation based approaches [7, 9, 90] start with a semantic segmentation map and propose methods to split these segmentations into instances. Detection-based approaches [34, 71, 75] first perform object detection, then use obtained bounding boxes as instance locations and segment their interior. Recently, the field was dominated by detection-based methods as they are more accurate, thus we concentrate our attention on them. In the following subsection we briefly discuss modern approaches to instance segmentation built on top of object detectors.

The work of [71] builds on R-CNN framework, but replaces object proposal boxes with region proposal segments, using a bottom-up class agnostic method. For each proposal, features are extracted by a CNN from both foreground region...
and its bounding box, and classified using SVM. As in classical object-detection pipelines, this step is followed by NMS to remove duplicates. Finally, remaining region proposals are further refined using coarse CNN outputs combined with super-pixels. Next, the follow-up [72] work augments the feature extractor by adding skip-connections and thus improves segmentation quality. Combined with a more advanced feature extractor and improved region refining procedure, the method significantly improves upon previous methods. The work of [34] is the first to propose an end-to-end trainable architecture for instance segmentation. It uses a cascade structure composed of 3 networks sharing convolutional weights. The first network outputs class-agnostic object proposals. The second one uses proposed locations to extract region representations and predict instance masks. The last network performs instance classification. Removing classical region proposal methods and training the whole system end-to-end enabled orders of magnitude faster inference with significantly better accuracy. Finally, Mask-RCNN [75], shown in Figure 2.11, is built on top of the Faster-RCNN [142] framework by adding an extra branch for predicting instance masks. In the Faster-RCNN detector, the regions are mapped to a fixed-sized representation using RoI-pooling, that harshly quantizes the representations spatially. Such effect is harmful when precise local information needs to be preserved for segmentation. Instead, in Mask-RCNN, the authors propose the RoI-align module (see Figure 2.11 (b)), that uses bi-linear interpolation and preserves local information. Doing so results in a significant boost in masks quality and a moderate boost in bounding box localization. The second important element of the pipeline is decoupling classification and segmentation. Segmentation is performed in a class-agnostic way, which removes competition between classes and does not degrade the accuracy. This pipeline is a simple and efficient state-of-the-art instance segmentation method that has high-quality implementation available online. These are the reasons for choosing Mask-RCNN for our experiments in Section 4.

Datasets for scene understanding

The story of modern general-purpose object detection starts with the PASCAL [47] dataset. The first version contained people and vehicles in realistic scenes and had only 684 images for training and validation. Next versions of the dataset included more common categories and by 2012 the dataset contained 20 classes and 11640 train-val images. The complexity and scale of this dataset were intimidating for existing computer vision methods. Although, for deep learning methods, the challenge seemed more approachable. One problem with PASCAL is that one could not train a deep CNN from scratch, just using this data. The problem however could be alleviated by using external data, i.e., via initializing a network with ImageNet pre-trained weights. Semantic and instance segmentation
had fewer labeled images which is not surprising since pixelwise annotation is more difficult. The latest version of the PASCAL dataset included only 2913 images annotated for segmentation, which is 5 times fewer than for detection. Training good quality CNN models for segmentation was unfeasible. To fix this short-coming, the work [70] provides segmentation annotations for the rest of the Pascal VOC images. This enabled more extensive evaluations of CNN methods for segmentation however it was still not possible to train the models from scratch. The COCO [108] dataset was released as a next generation benchmark for scene understanding. It contains images of complicated scenes annotated for object detection and instance segmentation. In total, there is 80 general object categories and around 123K images for training and validation. All objects are annotated with bounding boxes and instance masks which is a tremendous step forward in terms of labeling effort. At this stage, it is possible to train good quality detection models purely on COCO [74]. The next generation of scene understanding datasets [16,94] contains millions of images with box and mask annotations. Not only one can train better networks from scratch but also improve results on other tasks using pre-training on this data [102]. Surely, increasing the amount of labeled data will keep improving scene understanding performance, but not necessarily our understanding of the problem. An important question to ask is when do we need stop annotating new data and instead to investigate more judicious use of available but limited data?

2.4 Data Augmentation

To make better use of a given dataset, one can perform artificial data augmentation. This process amounts to synthetically expanding a dataset by applying transformations on the available examples. The transformations have to be applied in a controllable way, i.e., after an image is modified, the transformation of the ground-truth label has to be known too. The goal of this procedure is to reduce overfitting and improve generalization of the model. Intuitively, data augmentation is used to teach a model about invariances in the data domain: classifying an object is often insensitive to horizontal flips or translation [99]. Network architectures can also be used to hardcode invariances: convolutional networks bake in translation invariance. However, using data augmentation to incorporate prior knowledge about the problem or domain can be easier than hardcoding them into the model architecture directly. Simple image transformations such as horizontal flipping, cropping, adding random noise or mild color and intensity transformations can already bring a considerable improvement in many vision problems. It is important that augmented samples are faithful with respect to the training data distribution, otherwise test accuracy may suffer. For example in street sign recognition, flipping horizontally “turn left” or “turn right” and leaving the ground-truth label un-
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Figure 2.12 – Examples of generated images with bounding box annotations. (a) The method extracts objects using segmentation masks and pastes them on random backgrounds at random locations. Image source [45]. (b) The method uses a GAN to generate new scenes, conditioned on scene graphs. Location of bounding boxes is known in advance. Image source [82]. Modifying natural images, as in (a), produces more photo-realistic scenes, comparing to fully synthetic ones in (b).

changed, will in fact corrupt the labels. On the other hand, changing images’ color intensity will just make the system robust to different illumination conditions. Thus, even the simplest augmentation strategy for image classification has to account for the prior knowledge about the data domain and the task.

More ambitious data augmentation strategies rely on human expertise more and may vary from trivial geometrical transformations to synthesizing new training images [53,130]. Some recent object detectors [44,110,139] benefit from standard data augmentation techniques more than others [61,142]. The performance of Fast- and Faster-RCNN could be for instance boosted by simply corrupting random parts of an image in order to mimic occlusions [188]. The field of semantic segmentation is enjoying a different trend—augmenting a dataset with synthetic images. They could be generated using extra annotations [147], that come from a purely synthetic dataset with dense annotations [68,116] or a simulated environment [136]. For object detection, recent works such as [83,118,161] also build and train their models on purely synthetic rendered 2d and 3d scenes. However, a major difficulty for models trained on synthetic images is to guarantee that they will generalize well to real data since the synthesis process introduces significant changes of image statistics [130]. This problem could be alleviated by using transfer-learning techniques such as [150] or by improving photo-realism of synthetic data [13,158]. To address the same issue, the authors of [66] adopt a different direction by pasting desired targets into natural images, which reduces the presence of rendering artefacts. For object instance detection, the work [58] estimates scene geometry and spatial layout, before synthetically placing objects in the image to create realistic training examples.
In [45], the authors propose an even simpler solution to the same problem by pasting images in random positions but modeling well occluded and truncated objects, and making the training step robust to boundary artifacts at pasted locations. An illustration of this augmentation procedure is given in Figure 2.12. It is although not obvious if placing objects at random would work for traditional scene understanding tasks such as object detection, semantic and instance segmentation, as visual context around an object is sometimes as important for detection as the object itself [29]. In Chapter 4 we investigate this issue in a principal way.

Not all data augmentation techniques are handcrafted. Recently, learning-based data augmentation methods gained popularity. For example, the work of [100] learns how to combine two or more images in order to generate a new training sample. Another possibility is to use a Bayesian approach to generate data based on the distribution learned from the training set [168]. An alternative direction is to use a generative model, such as GAN [64], to create additional samples for training [6]. By conditioning a generator on object category, one obtains an image with a known ground-truth label. In [82], the authors go even further and generate images conditioned on scene graphs. Using more abundant information for conditioning provides object locations as ground-truth labels, and potentially allows to augment for object detection. However, the quality of generated images is still quite low and is not yet suitable for training CNN models [154] (see Figure 2.12). Instead of generating images directly, it is possible to generate a series of image transformations, chosen from a fixed set, that are optimal for data augmentation. Using reinforcement learning, the works of [33] implements this approach for image classification and the follow-up work [190] extends it to object detection. These approaches require a lot of computational resources and are often impractical when working on small scale.

### 2.5 Few-shot Learning

What works well for big data may be inapplicable when a dataset is small, especially if obtaining more data is not possible. That could happen when the cost of annotation is unaffordable or the data is naturally scarce. Hence, to tackle this problem one needs an algorithm that is able to learn from only a handful of samples per category, i.e., a scenario called few-shot learning. Neural networks are notoriously difficult to train when a large enough dataset is not available [92] and end up overfitting small datasets. However, one can use a richer source of related data to help learning a classifier from few samples. This problem setting is known as few-shot classification.

A typical few-shot classification problem consists of two stages, called meta-training and meta-testing [27]. During the meta-training stage, one is given a
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large-enough dataset annotated for classification, which is used to train a predictive model. The model is learned from scratch, meaning that it is randomly initialized, and no external data is used. During meta-testing, novel categories are provided with few annotated examples (typically 1 or 5), and we evaluate the capacity of the predictive model to retrain or adapt, and then generalize on these new classes. Unfortunately, simply fine-tuning a convolutional neural network on a new classification task with few samples leads to poor results [52], which has motivated the community to develop new approaches, dedicated to few-shot classification.

Recently, the field of few-shot learning has been dominated by approaches based on meta-learning [152], which is formulated as a principle to learn how to adapt to new learning problems. These approaches typically sample few-shot classification tasks from the meta-training dataset and solve them during training. A few-shot classification task is composed to be agnostic to meta-training categories; a smaller subset of \( K \) classes is sampled at random and the class labels are re-assigned to be \( \{1, 2, ..., K\} \). First, by removing class-specific information the method reduces overfitting to the meta-training categories, as advocated in [172]. Second, since each few-shot classification problem may be considered as an independent task, the method is optimized to perform well across various tasks at the same time. Hence, according to the meta-learning literature [52, 137, 152], the model should generalize to new tasks better.

For instance, in [52], a “good network initialization” is learned such that a small number of gradient update steps on a new problem is sufficient to obtain a good CNN classifier. This is done by defining the network’s initial weights as a variable, performing a gradient update on the weights, and optimizing the loss with respect to the initialization. In [137], the authors learn both the network initialization and an update rule (optimization model) represented by a Long-Term-Short-Memory network (LSTM). Instead of using explicit parameter updates at test time, [18] trains a feed-forward network that predicts weights for the feature extractor, based on one image of a new concept. The paper [17] shows that on top of the common feature extractor one may simply use a classifier with a closed-form solution for each few-shot task. This allows to optimize the feature extractor directly, without ever needing to update or predict model’s parameters at test time. This methodology is conceptually simpler and results in a speed-up over iterative optimization.

Another approach to few-shot learning problems is based on metric learning. The goal is to learn an embedding to a feature space with only one desirable property — images of the same class have to be close to each other and far from other classes. As in meta-learning pipelines, the information about base categories is discarded during training. This turns out to be sufficient for separating new classes as well [87], resulting in a simple few-shot classifier. Inspired by few-shot learning strategies developed before deep learning approaches became popular [117], distance-based
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classifiers (based on the distance to a centroid) were also proposed, e.g., prototypical networks [159], or more sophisticated classifiers with attention [172]. All these methods consider a classical backbone network, and learn the weights from scratch using meta-learning training procedure, i.e., by sampling few-shot problems from the meta-training set. This class of methods is easier to train and proposes a clear motivation for using non-parametric distance-based classifiers.

Recently, using meta-learning to train a feature extractor was found to be sub-optimal [59,125,135]. Specifically, better results were obtained by training a CNN on a standard classification task using the meta-training data in the first step, and then only fine-tuning with meta-learning in the second step [125,146,181]. Others, such as [59,135], simply freeze the network obtained in the first step, and train a single prediction layer with meta-learning, which results in similar performance. Finally, the paper [27] demonstrates that straight-forward baselines without meta-learning (using distance-based classifiers) work equally well. This solution is the simplest conceptually and thus is more appealing from a research point of view. In this manuscript we push these principles even further and shows in Chapter 5 that by appropriate variance-reduction techniques, even the simplest approaches can significantly outperform current state-of-the-art methods, built with meta-learning, or with metric learning.

In fact, there is little difference from a research perspective, if the problem is big or small. Each would have its own specific challenges. They all however have something in common. The solution must originate from the data and be inspired by the constraints. Armed with this simple rule, in this manuscript, we discover how to use limited data in a more effective way by carefully looking at the problem and its input, and transform our observations into a working method.
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Real-time Scene Understanding with BlitzNet

Chapter abstract: Real-time scene understanding has become crucial in many applications such as autonomous driving or robotics, however collecting annotations for these problems is time-consuming. In this chapter, we propose a deep architecture, called BlitzNet, that jointly performs object detection and semantic segmentation in one forward pass, allowing real-time computations. Besides the computational gain of having a single network to perform several tasks, we show that object detection and semantic segmentation benefit from each other in terms of accuracy. Experimental results for VOC and COCO datasets show state-of-the-art performance for object detection and segmentation among real time systems.

The work presented in this chapter was achieved with the collaboration of Konstantin Shmelkov, with equal contribution between Konstantin and myself. The main topic of this chapter is object detection and semantic segmentation, see Sections 2.2 and 2.3 for background and related work. The source code implementing the algorithm is available online [121] and can be found in Appendix B. Additional qualitative results are presented in Appendix C. The material of this chapter is based on the following publication:
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Figure 3.1 – The outputs of our pipeline. On the left, the bounding boxes were generated as a solution for object detection. The right image shows generated class maps for semantic segmentation.

Object detection and semantic segmentation are two fundamental problems in object-level scene understanding. The task of object detection is to identify on an image all objects of predefined categories and localize them via bounding boxes. Semantic segmentation operates at a finer scale; its aim is to parse an image and associate a class label to each pixel. Despite the similarities of the two tasks, only few works have tackled them jointly [51], [88], [163], [180].

Yet, there is a strong motivation to address both problems simultaneously. On the one hand, good segmentation is sufficient to perform detection in some cases. As Figure 3.1 suggests, an object may be sometimes identified and localized from segmentation only by simply looking at connected components of pixels sharing the same label. In the more general case, it is easy to conduct a simple experiment showing that ground-truth segmentation is a meaningful clue for detection, using for instance ground-truth segmentation as the input of an object detection pipeline. On the other hand, correctly identified detections are also useful for segmentation as shown by the success of weakly supervised segmentation techniques that learn from bounding box annotation only [127]. Our goal is to solve efficiently both problems at the same time, by exploiting image data annotated at the global object level (via bounding boxes), at the pixel level (via partially or fully annoated segmentation maps), or at both levels.

As most recent image recognition pipelines, our approach is based on convolutional neural networks [98], which are widely adopted for object detection [62] and semantic segmentation [111]. A popular line of work in object detection [61,62,142] advocates for a two stage pipeline. During the first stage, object location proposals are generated. Each of the proposed regions is classified independently during the second stage. Despite being highly accurate, the paradigm remains expensive and relies on a region-based strategy (see also [103]) that makes the network architecture inappropriate for semantic segmentation.
To avoid the constraints imposed by a two-stage pipeline, we choose instead to base our work on the Single Shot Detection (SSD) [110] approach, which consists of a fully-convolutional model to perform object detection in one forward pass. Besides the fact that it allows all computations to be performed in real time, the pipeline is more generic, offers more degrees of freedom in network architecture design and opens new perspectives to solve our multi-task problem.

Interestingly, recent work on semantic segmentations are also moving in the same direction, see for instance [111]. Specific to semantic segmentation, [111] also introduces new ideas such as the joint use of feature maps of different resolutions, in order to obtain more accurate classification. The idea was then improved by adding deconvolutional layers at all scales to better aggregate context, in addition to using skip and residual connections [144]. Deconvolutional layers turned out to be useful to estimate precise segmentations, and are thus good candidates to design architectures where localization is important.

In this chapter, we consider a multi-task scene understanding problem consisting of joint object detection and semantic segmentation. For that purpose, we propose a novel pipeline called BlitzNet, which is made available as an open-source software package. BlitzNet is able to provide accurate segmentation and object bounding boxes in real time. With a single network for solving both problems, we not only reduce the computational cost but also enable the tasks to share learned knowledge and benefit from each other in terms of accuracy. Moreover, shared representations enable the tasks to learn from each others annotations and leads to an increase in semantic segmentation accuracy when more images are annotated with bounding boxes only. This is of great importance given how much more time and effort pixel-wise annotation requires comparing to bounding boxes.

**Outline.** The chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 presents our real-time multi-task pipeline called BlitzNet and elaborates on architecture choices important for a unified CNN architecture. Section 3.2 is devoted to our experiments with main detection and segmentation datasets, and finally Section 3.3 concludes the chapter.

### 3.1 Multi-task System Design

In this section, we introduce the BlitzNet architecture and discuss its different building blocks.

#### 3.1.1 Global View of the Pipeline

The joint object detection and segmentation pipeline is presented in Figure 3.2. The input image is first processed by a convolutional neural network to produce
Figure 3.2 – The BlitzNet architecture, which performs object detection and segmentation with one fully convolutional network. On the left, CNN denotes a feature extractor, here ResNet-50 [76]; it is followed by the downscale-stream (in blue) and the last part of the net is the upscale-stream (in purple), which consists of a sequence of deconvolution layers interleaved with ResSkip blocks (see Figure 3.3). The localization and classification of bounding boxes (top) and pixelwise segmentation (bottom) are performed in a multiscale fashion by single convolutional layers operating on the output of deconvolution layers.

a map that carries high-level features. Because of its high performance for classification and good trade-off for speed, we use the network ResNet-50 [76] as our feature encoder.

Then, the resolution of the feature map is iteratively reduced to perform a multi-scale search of bounding boxes, following the SSD approach [110]. Inspired by the hourglass architecture [120] for pose estimation and an earlier work on semantic segmentation [124], the feature maps are then up-scaled via deconvolutional layers in order to predict subsequently precise segmentation maps. Recent DSSD approach [55] uses a similar strategy for object detection the top part of our architecture presented in Figure 3.2 may be seen as a variant of DSSD with a simpler “deconvolution module”, called ResSkip, that involves residual and skip connections.

Finally, prediction is achieved by single convolutional layers, one for detection, and one for segmentation, in one forward pass, which is the main originality of our work.
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3.1.2 SSD and Downscale Stream

The Single Shot MultiBox Detector [110] tiles an input image with a regular grid of anchor boxes and then uses a convolutional neural network to classify these boxes and predict corrections to their initial coordinates. In the original paper [110], the base network VGG-16 [156] is followed by a cascade of convolutional and pooling layers to form a sequence of feature maps with progressively decreasing spatial resolution and increasing field of view. In [110], each of these layers is processed separately in order to classify and predict coordinates correction for a set of default bounding boxes of a particular scale. At test time, the set of predicted bounding boxes is filtered by non-maximum suppression (NMS) to form the final output.

Our pipeline uses such a cascade (see Figure 3.2), but the classification of bounding boxes and pixels to build the segmentation maps is performed in subsequent layers, called deconvolutional layers, which will be described next.

3.1.3 Deconvolution Layers and ResSkip Blocks

Modeling visual context is often a key to complicated scenes parsing, which is typically achieved by pooling layers in a convolutional neural network, leading to large receptive fields for each output neuron. Sometimes features of an object could be less representative than its surrounding. Even though theoretical receptive field of very deep networks covers the whole image the work of [113] shows that the effective receptive field is much smaller and important semantic information about a region could be missing. For semantic segmentation, precise localization is equally important, and [124] proposes to use deconvolutional operations to solve that issue. Later, this process was improved in [120] by adding skip connections. Apart from combining high- and low-level features it also eases the learning process [76].

Like [55] for object detection and [120] for pose estimation, we also use such a mechanism with skip connections that combines feature maps from the downscale and upscale streams (see Figure 3.2). More precisely, maps from the downscale and upscale streams are combined with a simple strategy, which we call ResSkip, presented in Figure 3.3.

First, incoming feature maps are upsampled to the size of corresponding skip connection via bilinear interpolation. Then both skip connection feature maps and upsampled maps are concatenated and passed through a block ($1 \times 1$ convolution, $3 \times 3$ convolution, $1 \times 1$ convolution) and summed with the upsampled input through a residual connection. The goal of such construction is to learn how to enrich spatially coarse but semantically rich features obtained by upscaling the main stream with fine localization information delivered from early layers by skip-connections. The benefits of this topology will be justified and discussed in more details in the experimental section.
3.1.4 Multiscale Detection and Segmentation

The problem of semantic segmentation and object detection share several key properties. They both require per-region classification, based on the pixels inside an object while taking into account its surrounding, and benefit from rich features that include localization information. Instead of training a separate network to perform these two tasks, we train a single one that allows weight sharing, such that both tasks can benefit from each other.

In our pipeline, most of the weights are shared between the tasks. Computations specific to object detection are performed by a single convolutional layer that predicts a class label and coordinate offset for each bounding box in the feature maps of the upscale stream. Similarly, a single convolutional layer is used to predict the pixel labels and produce segmentation maps. To achieve this we resize all the activations of the upscale stream to the resolutions of the last layer, concatenate them and feed to the final classification layer.

3.1.5 Speeding up Non-Maximum Suppression

Increasing the number of anchor boxes heavily affects inference time because it performs NMS on a potentially huge number of proposals (in the worst case scenario, it may be all of them). Indeed, we observed that by using sliding window proposals, addition of small scale proposals slows down the inference even more.
than increasing image resolution. Surprisingly, non-maximum suppression may then
become the bottleneck at inference time. We observed that this occurred sometimes
for particular object classes that return a lot of bounding box candidates.

Therefore, we suggest a different post-processing strategy to accelerate detection
when there are too many proposals. For each class, we pre-select the top 400 boxes
with largest scores, and perform NMS leaving only 50 of them. Overall, the final
detection is the top 200 highest scoring boxes per image after non-maximum
suppression. This strategy yields a reasonable computational time for NMS, and
has marginal impact on accuracy.

### 3.1.6 Training and Loss Functions

Given labeled training data where each data point is annotated with segmenta-
tion maps, or bounding boxes, or with both, we consider a loss function which is
simply the sum of two loss functions of the two task. Note that we tried reweighting
the two loss functions, but we did not observe noticeable improvements in terms of
accuracy.

For segmentation, the loss is the cross-entropy between predicted and target
class distribution of pixels [24]. Specifically, we use a $1 \times 1$ convolutional operation
with 64 channels to map each layer of the upscale-stream to an intermediate
representation. After this, each layer is upscaled to the size of the last layer using
bilinear interpolation and all maps are concatenated, which results in feature map
with $64 \times k$ channels, $k$ being the total number of layers in the up-scale stream.
This final representation is mapped to $c$ feature maps, where $c$ is the number of
classes, by using $3 \times 3$ convolutions to predict posterior class probabilities.

For detection, we use the same loss function as [110] when performing tiling of
the input image with anchor boxes and matching them to ground truth bounding
boxes. We use activations of each layer in the upscale-stream to regress corrections
for coordinates of the anchor boxes and to predict the class probability distribution.
We use the same data augmentation suggested in the original SSD pipeline, namely
photometric distortions, random crops, horizontal flips and zoom-out operation.

### 3.2 Experimental Results

We now present various experiments conducted on the COCO, Pascal VOC 2007
and 2012 datasets, for which both bounding box annotations and segmentation
maps are available. Section 3.2.1 discusses in more details the datasets and the
metrics we used; Section 3.2.2 presents technical details that are useful to make our
work reproducible, and then each subsequent subsection is devoted to a particular
experiment. The last two sections discuss the inference speed and clarify particular
choices in the network architecture. Our code is now available as an open-source software package at http://thoth.inrialpes.fr/research/blitznet/.

### 3.2.1 Datasets and Metrics

We use the COCO [108], VOC07, and VOC12 datasets [47]. All images in the VOC datasets are annotated with ground truth bounding boxes of objects and only a subset of VOC12 is annotated with target segmentation masks. The VOC07 dataset is divided into 2 subsets, trainval (5011 images) and test (4952 images). The VOC12-train subset contains 5717 images annotated for detection and 1464 of them have segmentation ground truth as well (VOC12-train-seg), while VOC12-val has 5823 images for detection and 1449 images for segmentation (we call this subset VOC12-val-seg). Both datasets have 20 object classes.

The COCO dataset includes 80 object categories for detection and instance segmentation. For the task of detection, there are 80k images for training and 40k for validation. There is no either a protocol for evaluation of semantic segmentation or even annotations to train it from. In this work, we are interested particularly in semantic segmentation masks so we obtain them from instance segmentation annotations by combining instances of one category.

To carry out more extensive experiments we leverage extra annotations for VOC12 segmentation provided by [70], which gives a total of 10,582 fully annotated images for training that we call VOC12-train-seg-aug. We still keep the original PASCAL annotations in VOC12 val-seg, even if a more precise annotation is available in [70], for a fair comparison with other methods that do not benefit from these extra annotations.

In VOC12 and VOC07 datasets, a predicted bounding box is correct if its intersection over union with the ground truth bounding box is higher than 0.5. The metric for evaluation detection performance is the mean average precision (mAP) and the quality of predicted segmentation masks is measured with mean intersection over union (mIoU).

### 3.2.2 Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss the common setup to all experiments. BlitzNet is coded in Python and TensorFlow. All experiments were conducted on a single Titan X GPU (Maxwell architecture), which makes the speed comparison with previous work easy, as long as they use the same GPU.

**Optimization Setup.** In all our experiments, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we use the Adam algorithm [85], with a mini-batch size of 32 images. The initial
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network</th>
<th>backbone</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSD300* [110]</td>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD300* (our repl)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300 (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300+seg (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD512* [110]</td>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>79.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512 (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512+seg (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-FCN [103]</td>
<td>ResNet-101</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faster R-CNN</td>
<td>ResNet-101</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLO [139]</td>
<td>YOLO net</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD512* [110]</td>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512 (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512+COCO</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 – Comparison of detection performance on Pascal VOC 2007 test set. The models where trained on VOC07 trainval + VOC12 trainval. The models that have suffix “+ seg” where trained for segmentation jointly with data from VOC12 trainval and extra annotations provided by [70]. The values in columns correspond to average precision per class (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network</th>
<th>backbone</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSD300* [110]</td>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD300 (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300 (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300+COCO</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD512* [110]</td>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512 (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>80.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512+COCO</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>80.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 – Comparison of detection performance on Pascal VOC 2012 test set. The models where trained on VOC07 trainval + VOC12 trainval. The BlitzNet models where trained for segmentation jointly with data from VOC12 trainval and extra annotations provided by [70]. Suffix ‘+ COCO’ means that the model was pretrained on the COCO dataset. The reported values correspond to average precision per class (%). Detailed results of submissions are available on the VOC12 test server.

Modeling setup. As already mentioned, we use ResNet-50 [76] as a feature extractor, 512 feature maps for each layer in down-scale and up-scale streams, 64 channels for intermediate representations in the segmentation branches; BlitzNet300 takes input images of size 300×300 and BlitzNet512 uses 512×512 images. Different versions of the network vary in the stride of the last layer of the upsampling-stream. Strides 4 and 8 in the result tables are denoted as (s4) and (s8) suffix respectively.
Table 3.3 – The effect of joint learning on both tasks. The networks where trained on VOC12 train-seg-aug, and tested on VOC12 val.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network</th>
<th>seg</th>
<th>det</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4 – The effect of extra data with bounding box annotations on segmentation performance. The networks were trained on VOC12 trainval (aug) + VOC07 tainval. Detection performance is measured in average precision (%) and mean IoU is the metric for segmentation segmentation(%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network</th>
<th>seg</th>
<th>det</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>83.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 PASCAL VOC

In this subsection we perform benchmarking of the proposed solution on the task of object detection using Pascal VOC 2007 dataset. This allows us to measure the gains achieved by incorporating semantic segmentation into the pipeline. In the second experiment we study the influence of both tasks on each other using VOC12 dataset with segmentation annotations.

Detection. In this experiment, we train our networks on the union of VOC07 trainval set and VOC12 trainval set; then, we test them on the VOC07 test set. The results are reported in the Table 3.1. For experiments that involve segmentation, we leverage ground truth segmentation masks during training if they are available in VOC12 train-seg-aug or in VOC12 val-seg. When using images of size $300 \times 300$ as input, the stochastic gradient descent algorithm is performed by training for 65K iterations with the initial learning rate, which is then decreased after 35K and 50K steps. When training on $512 \times 512$ images, we choose the batch size of 16 and learn for 75K iterations decreasing the learning rate after 45K and 60K steps.

The results show that BlitzNet300 outperforms SSD300 and YOLO with a 78.5 mAP, while being a real time detector. BlitzNet512 (s8) performs 0.8% better than R-FCN - the most accurate competitive model, scoring 81.2% mAP. We further improve the results by training for detection and segmentation jointly achieving 79.1% and 81.5% mAP with BlitzNet300 (s4) and BlitzNet512 (s8) respectively.

We think that the performance gain for BlitzNet300 over BlitzNet512 could be
3.2. **Experimental Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network</th>
<th>seg</th>
<th>det</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5 – **The effect of joint training tested on COCO minival2014.** The networks were trained on COCO train.

explained by the larger stride used for the last layer, which is 4, vs 8 for BlitzNet512, and seems to be helpful for better learning finer details. Unfortunately, training BlitzNet512 with stride 4 was impossible because of memory limitations on our single GPU.

**Detection + Segmentation.** In this experiment, we use VOC12 train-seg-aug for training and VOC12 val-seg for testing both segmentation and detection. We train the models for 40K steps with the initial learning rate, and then decrease it after 25K and 35K iterations. As Table 3.3 shows, joint training improves accuracy on both tasks comparing to learning a single task. Detection improves by more than 1% while segmentation mIoU grows by 0.4%. We argue that this result could be explained by feature sharing in the universal architecture.

3.2.4 **Improving Segmentation with Bounding Box Annotations**

To confirm that the tasks benefit from each other due sharing common representations, we conducted another experiment by adding the VOC07 trainval images to VOC12 train-seg-aug for training. Then, the proportion of images that have segmentation annotations to the ones that have detection ones only is 2/1, in contrast to the previous experiments where all the images where annotated for both tasks. To deal with cases where a mini-batch has no images to train for segmentation, we set the corresponding loss to 0 and hence there is no signal to back-propagate through the segmentation stream. Otherwise we use all images that have target segmentation masks in a batch to update the weights. The results presented in Table 3.4 show an improvement of 3.3%. Detection mAP also improves by 0.6%. Figure 3.5 shows that extra data for detection helps to improve classification results and to mitigate confusion between similar categories. In Table 3.2, we report results for these models on the VOC12 test server, which again shows that our results are competitive. More qualitative results, including failure cases, are presented in Appendix C.1.
### Table 3.6 – Detection performance of BlitzNet on the COCO dataset, with minival2014 and test-dev2015 splits

The networks were trained on COCO trainval dataset. Detection performance is measured in average precision (%) with different criteria, namely, minimum Jaccard overlap between annotated and predicted bounding box is 0.5, 0.75 or integrated from 0.5 to 0.95 % (column “int”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>minival2014</th>
<th></th>
<th>test-dev2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>int</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.7 – Comparison of inference time on PASCAL VOC 2007, when running on a Titan X (Maxwell) GPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>network</th>
<th>backbone</th>
<th>mAP %</th>
<th>FPS</th>
<th># proposals</th>
<th>input resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faster-RCNN [142]</td>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~1000 × 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-FCN [103]</td>
<td>ResNet-101</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~1000 × 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD300* [110]</td>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8732</td>
<td>300 × 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD512* [110]</td>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24564</td>
<td>512 × 512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLO [139]</td>
<td>YOLO net</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300 (s4)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>45390</td>
<td>300 × 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet512 (s8)</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>32766</td>
<td>512 × 512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.5 Microsoft COCO Dataset

To further validate the proposed framework, we conduct experiments on the COCO dataset [108]. Here, as explained in Section 3.2.1, we obtain segmentation masks and again training the model on different types of data, i.e., detection, segmentation and both, to study the influence of joint training on detection accuracy.

We train the BlitzNet300 or BlitzNet512 models for 700k iterations in total, starting from the initial learning rate $10^{-4}$ and then decreasing it after the 400k and 550k iterations by the factor of 10. Table 3.5 shows clear benefits from joint training for both of the tasks on the COCO dataset. To be comparable with other methods, we also report the detection results on COCO test-dev2015 in Table 3.6. Our results are also publicly available on the COCO evaluation test server.

3.2.6 Inference Speed Comparison

In Table 3.7 and Figure 3.4, we report speed comparison to other state-of-the-art detection pipelines. Our approach is the most accurate among the real time
3.2. Experimental Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block type</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>mIoU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hourglass-style [120]</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refine-style [132]</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>76.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResSkip (no res)</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResSkip (ours)</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8 – The effect of fusion block type on performance, measured on detection (VOC07-test) and segmentation (VOC12-val). The networks were trained on VOC12-train (aug) + VOC07 trainval, see Sec. 3.2.1. Detection performance is measured in average precision (%) and mean IoU is the metric for segmentation segmentation(%).

detectors working 24 frames per second (FPS) and in the setting close to real time (19 FPS), it provides the most accurate detections among the counterparts, while also providing semantic segmentation mask. Note that all methods are run using the same GPU (Titan X, Maxwell architecture).

3.2.7 Study of the Network Architecture

The BlitzNet pipeline simultaneously operates with several types of data. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the ResSkip block, we set up the following experiment: we leave the pipeline unchanged while only substituting this block with another one. We consider in particular fusion blocks that appear in the state-of-the-art approaches on semantic segmentation [120, 132, 144] where different types of upsampling and linear projections are applied to the input layers before they are fused by summation/concatenation. Table 3.8 shows that our ResSkip block performs similar or better (on average) than all counterparts, which may be due to the fact that its design uses similar skip-connections as the Backbone network ResNet50, making the overall architecture more homogeneous.

Optimal parameters for the size of intermediate representations in segmentation stream (64) as well as the number of channels in the upscale-stream (512) were found by using a validation set. We did not conduct experiments by changing the number of layers in the upscale-stream as long as our architecture is designed to be symmetric with respect to the convolutions and the deconvolutions steps. Reducing the number of the steps will result in a smaller number of layers in the upscale stream, which may deteriorate the performance as noted in [110].
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3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduce a joint approach for object detection and semantic segmentation. By using a single fully-convolutional network to solve both problems at the same time, learning is facilitated by weight sharing between the two tasks, and inference is performed in real time. The main contribution however lies in the way detection and segmentation benefit from each other during the training. The method learns from two types of annotation on each task and achieves state-of-the-art performance among real-time systems, on both problems. Moreover, adding extra images with only bounding box annotations considerably improves semantic segmentation accuracy. This has potential to reduce the amount of work spent on manual image pixel-wise annotation and to open up new ways for annotating scene understanding datasets more effectively.

Figure 3.4 – **Speed comparison with other methods.** The detection accuracy of different methods measured in mAP is depicted on y-axis. x-coordinate is their speed, in FPS.
Figure 3.5 – Effect of extra data annotated for detection on the quality of estimated segmentation masks. The first column displays test images; the second column contains its segmentation ground truth masks. The third column corresponds to segmentations predicted by BlitzNet300 trained on VOC12 train-segmentation augmented with extra segmentation masks and VOC07. The last row is segmentation masks produced by the same architecture but trained without VOC07.
Chapter 4

The role of visual context for scene understanding

Chapter abstract: Performing data augmentation is known to be important when training deep neural networks for visual recognition, as it helps to reduce overfitting and improves generalization. While simple image transformations can already improve predictive performance in most vision tasks, larger gains can be obtained by leveraging task-specific prior knowledge. In this chapter, we consider object detection, semantic and instance segmentation - the problems where collecting annotations is laborious - and augment the training images by blending objects in existing scenes, using instance segmentation annotations. We observe that randomly pasting objects on images hurts the performance, unless the object is placed in the right context. To resolve this issue, we propose an explicit context model based on a CNN, which predicts whether an image region is suitable for placing an object or not. Our approach improves object detection, semantic and instance segmentation on the PASCAL and COCO datasets, with significant gains in a limited annotation scenario. Moreover, we reduce the need for expensive pixel-wise instance annotations and use weak supervision to extract objects given their bounding boxes. See Sections 2.1-2.4 for related work.

Code for this project is available online [122] (see Appendix B). The concept of modeling visual context with a CNN was first introduced in:


However, the material of the chapter is based on a more recent work:
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Figure 4.1 – Examples of data-augmented training examples produced by our approach. Images and objects are taken from the VOC’12 dataset that contains segmentation annotations. We compare the output obtained by pasting the objects with our context model vs. those obtained with random placements. Even though the results are not perfectly photorealistic and display blending artefacts, the visual context surrounding objects is more often correct with the explicit context model.

Current deep learning systems use data available for training in a completely different way, comparing to classical computer vision methods. As [162] shows for image classification, even if the original training set has hundreds of millions images, adding extra labeled data will further improve the performance by a considerable margin. The problem with scene understanding tasks, such as object detection or segmentation, is that the annotation process is laborious and time-consuming. Expanding original training set by labeling extra images may be simply not feasible. Thus, an alternative way of improving scene understanding performance, is to develop new specialized methods that use limited data more effectively.

To make better use of already annotated data, one can use artificial data augmentation, i.e., creating new training samples by altering original training examples. This may improve performance on a test set significantly if the augmentation strategy is chosen well according to the task. For most vision problems, generic input image transformations such as cropping, rescaling, adding noise, or adjusting colors are usually helpful and may substantially improve generalization. Developing more elaborate augmentation strategies requires then prior knowledge about the task. For example, all categories in the Pascal VOC [47] or ImageNet [145] datasets are invariant to horizontal flips (e.g. a flipped car is still a car). However, flipping
would be harmful for hand-written digits from the MNIST dataset [97] (e.g., a flipped “5” is not a digit).

A more ambitious data augmentation technique consists of leveraging segmentation annotations, either obtained manually, or from an automatic segmentation system, and create new images with objects placed at various positions in existing scenes [45, 58, 66]. While not achieving perfect photorealism, this strategy with random placements has proven to be surprisingly effective for object instance detection [45], which is a fine-grained detection task consisting of retrieving instances of a particular object from an image collection; in contrast, object detection/segmentation and semantic segmentation focus on distinguishing between object categories rather than objects themselves and have to account for rich intra-class variability. For these tasks, the random-placement strategy simply does not work, as shown in the experimental section. Placing training objects at unrealistic positions probably forces the detector to become invariant to contextual information and to focus instead on the object’s appearance.

Along the same lines, the authors of [66] have proposed to augment datasets for text recognition by adding text on images in a realistic fashion. There, placing text with the right geometrical context proves to be critical. Significant improvements in accuracy are obtained by first estimating the geometry of the scene, before placing text on an estimated plane. Also related, the work of [58] is using successfully such a data augmentation technique for object detection in indoor scene environments. Modeling context has been found to be critical as well and has been achieved by also estimating plane geometry and objects are typically placed on detected tables or counters, which often occur in indoor scenes.

In this chapter, we consider more general tasks of scene understanding such as object detection, semantic and instance segmentation, which require more generic context modeling than estimating planes and surfaces as done for instance in [58, 66]. To this end, the first contribution of our chapter is methodological: we propose a context model based on a convolutional neural network. The model estimates the likelihood of a particular object category to be present inside a box given its neighborhood, and then automatically finds suitable locations on images to place new objects and perform data augmentation. A brief illustration of the output produced by this approach is presented in Figure 4.1. The second contribution is experimental: We show with extensive tests on the COCO [108] and VOC’12 benchmarks using different network architectures that context modeling is in fact a key to obtain good results for detection and segmentation tasks and that substantial improvements over non-data-augmented baselines may be achieved when few labeled examples are available. We also show that having expensive pixel-level annotations of objects is not necessary for our method to work well and demonstrate improvement in detection results when using only bounding-box
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Figure 4.2 – Illustration of our data augmentation approach. We select an image for augmentation and 1) generate 200 candidate boxes that cover the image. Then, 2) for each box we find a neighborhood that contains the box entirely, crop this neighborhood and mask all pixels falling inside the bounding box; this “neighborhood” with masked pixels is then fed to the context neural network module and 3) object instances are matched to boxes that have high confidence scores for the presence of an object category. 4) We select at most two instances that are rescaled and blended into the selected bounding boxes. The resulting image is then used for training the object detector.

Outline. The chapter is organized as follows: First, we revisit the works studying visual context in scene understanding in Section 4.1. Then, we motivate the need for context modeling in scene understanding, show how to model visual context with CNN, and describe in detail the full augmentation pipeline in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present the experiments where we augment for object detection, semantic and instance segmentation and demonstrate improved performance across different tasks and datasets using various models. Section 4.4 concludes the chapter.

4.1 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work for visual context modeling for object detection and semantic segmentation and methods suitable for automatic object segmentation.
4.1. Related Work

Modeling visual context for object detection. Relatively early, visual context has been modeled by computing statistical correlation between low-level features of the global scene and descriptors representing an object [166,167]. Later, the authors of [50] introduced a simple context re-scoring approach operating on appearance-based detections. To encode more structure, graphical models were then widely used in order to jointly model appearance, geometry, and contextual relations [29,65]. Then, deep learning approaches such as convolutional neural networks started to be used [61,110,142]; as mentioned previously, their features already contain implicitly contextual information. Yet, the work of [30] explicitly incorporates higher-level context clues and combines a conditional random field model with detections obtained by Faster-RCNN. With a similar goal, recurrent neural networks are used in [14] to model spatial locations of discovered objects. Another complementary direction in context modeling with convolutional neural networks use a deconvolution pipeline that increases the field of view of neurons and fuse features at different scales [14,44,55], showing better performance essentially on small objects. The works of [11,38] analyze different types of contextual relationships, identifying the most useful ones for detection, as well as various ways to leverage them. However, despite these efforts, an improvement due to purely contextual information has always been relatively modest [179,185].

Modeling visual context for semantic segmentation. While object detection operates on image’s rectangular regions, in semantic segmentation the neighboring pixels with similar values are usually organized together in so-called superpixels [143]. This allows defining contextual relations between such regions. The work of [77] introduces “context clusters” that are discovered and learned from region features. They are later used to define a specific class model for each context cluster. In the work of [178] the authors tile an image with superpixels at different scales and use this representation to build global and local context descriptors. The work of [155] computes texton features [101] for each pixel of an image and defines shape filers on them. This enables the authors to compute local and middle-range concurrence statistics and enrich region features with context information. Modern CNN-based methods on the contrary rarely define an explicit context model and mostly rely on large receptive fields [111]. Moreover, by engineering the network’s architecture one can explicitly require local pixel descriptors used for classification to carry global image information too, which enables reasoning with context. To achieve this goal encoder-decoder architectures [8,44] use deconvolutional operations to propagate coarse semantic image-level information to the final layers while refining details with local information from earlier layers using skip-connections. As an alternative, one can use dilated convolutions [25,184] that do not down-sample the representation but rather up-sample the filters by introducing “wholes” in them. Doing so is computationally efficient and allows to account for global image
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statistics in pixel classification. Even though visual context is implicitly present in the networks outputs, it is possible to define an explicit context model \cite{25,105} on top of them. This usually results in moderate improvement in model’s accuracy.

**Automatic Instance Segmentation** The task of instance segmentation is challenging and requires considerable amount of annotated data \cite{108} in order to achieve good results. Segmentation annotations are the most labor-demanding since they require pixel-level precision. The need to distinguish between instances of one class makes annotating “crowd scenes” extremely time-consuming. If data for this problem comes without labels, tedious and expensive process of annotation may suggests considering other solutions that do not require full supervision. The work of \cite{104} uses various image statistics and hand-crafted descriptors that do not require learning along with annotated image tags, in order to build a segmentation proposal system. With very little supervision, they learn to discriminate between “good” and “bad” instance masks and as a result are able to automatically discover good quality instance segments within the dataset. As an alternative, one can use weakly-supervised methods to estimate instance masks. The authors of \cite{189} use only category image-level annotations in order to train an object segmentation system. This is done by exploiting class-peak responses obtained using pre-trained classification network and propagating them spatially to cover meaningful image segments. It is beneficial to use instance-level annotations, such as object boxes and corresponding categories, if those are available, in order to improve the system’s performance. The work of \cite{84} proposes a rather simple yet efficient framework for doing so. By providing the network with extra information, which is a rectangular region containing an object, a system learns to discover instance masks automatically inside those regions. Alternatively, the system could be trained to provide semantic segmentation masks in a weakly-supervised fashion. Together with bounding boxes, one may use it to approximate instance masks.

4.2 Context-driven Data Augmentation by Copy-pasting Instances

In this section, we present a simple experiment to motivate our context-driven data augmentation, and present the full pipeline in details. We start by describing a naive solution to augmenting an object detection dataset, which is to perform copy-paste data augmentation agnostic to context by placing objects at random locations. Next, we explain why it fails for our task and propose a natural solution based on explicit context modeling by a CNN. We show how to apply the context model to perform augmentation for object detection and semantic segmentation and how to blend the object into existing scenes. The full pipeline is depicted in
4.2. Context-driven Data Augmentation by Copy-pasting Instances

4.2.1 Copy-paste Data Augmentation with Random Placement is not Effective for Object Detection

In [45], data augmentation is performed by positioning segmented objects at random locations in new scenes. As mentioned previously, the strategy was shown to be effective for object instance detection, as soon as an appropriate procedure is used for preventing the object detector to overfit blending artefacts—that is, the main difficulty is to prevent the detector to “detect artefacts” instead of detecting objects of interest. This is achieved by using various blending strategies to smooth object boundaries such as Poisson blending [134], and by adding “distractors” - objects that do not belong to any of the dataset categories, but which are also synthetically pasted on random backgrounds. With distractors, artefacts occur both in positive and negative examples, for each of the categories, preventing the network to overfit them. According to [45], this strategy can bring substantial improvements for the object instance detection/retrieval task, where modeling the fine-grain appearance of an object instance seems to be more important than modeling visual context as in the general category object detection task.

Unfortunately, the augmentation strategy described above does not improve the results on the general object detection task and may even hurt the performance as we show in the experimental section. To justify the initial claim, we follow [45] as close as possible and conduct the following experiment on the PASCAL VOC12 dataset [47]. Using provided instance segmentation masks we extract objects from images and store them in a so-called instance-database. They are used to augment existing images in the training dataset by placing the instances at random locations. In order to reduce blending artifacts we use one of the following strategies: smoothing the edges using Gaussian or linear blur, applying Poisson blending [134] in the segmented region, blurring the whole image by simulating a slight camera motion or leaving the pasted object untouched. As distractors, we used objects extracted from the COCO dataset [108] belonging to categories not present in the PASCAL VOC.

For any combination of blending strategy, by using distractors or not, the naive data augmentation approach with random placement did not improve upon the baseline without data augmentation for the classical object detection task. A possible explanation may be that for instance object detection, the detector does not need to learn intra-class variability of object/scene representations and seems to concentrate only on appearance modeling of specific instances, which is not the

---

1. Note that external data from COCO was used only in this preliminary experiment and not in the experiments reported later in Section 4.3.
Figure 4.3 – Contextual images - examples of inputs to the context model.
A subimage bounded by a magenta box is used as an input to the context model after masking-out the object information inside a red box. The top row lists examples of positive samples encoding real objects surrounded by regular and predictable context. Positive training examples with ambiguous or uninformative context are given in the second row. The bottom row depicts negative examples enclosing background. This figure shows that contextual images could be ambiguous to classify correctly and the task of predicting the category given only the context is challenging.

This experiment was the key motivation for proposing a context model, which we now present.

### 4.2.2 Explicit Context Modeling by CNN

The core idea behind the proposed method is that it is possible to some extent to guess the category of an object just by looking at its visual surroundings. That is precisely what we are modeling by a convolutional neural network, which takes contextual neighborhood of an object as input and is trained to predict the object’s class. Here, we describe the training data and the learning procedure in more
details.

Contextual data generation. In order to train the contextual model we use a dataset that comes with bounding box and object class annotations. Each ground-truth bounding box in the dataset is able to generate positive “contextual images” that are used as input to the system. As depicted in the Figure 4.3, a “contextual image” is a sub-image of an original training image, fully enclosing the selected bounding box, whose content is masked out. Such a contextual image only carries information about visual neighborhood that defines middle-range context and no explicit information about the deleted object. In order to increase the amount of training samples, we generate multiple context images from one corresponding bounding box by randomly varying the size of the context neighborhood and up-scaling the box to be cut out, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Background “contextual images” are generated from bounding boxes that do not contain an object. More formally, we build contextual images from bounding boxes whose maximum intersection over union with any of the object boxes in an image is smaller than 0.3. To prevent distinguishing between positive and background images only by looking at the box shape and to force true visual context modeling, we estimate the shape distribution of positive boxes and sample the background ones from it. The shape is fully characterized by scale $s$ and aspect ratio $a$. We model their joint distribution empirically by building a 2d histogram $30 \times 30$, smoothing it linearly between the bins and drawing a pair $(s, a)$ from this distribution in order to construct a background box. Since in natural images there is more background boxes than the ones actually containing an object, we alleviate the imbalance by sampling background boxes 3 times more often, following sampling strategies in [110,142].

Model training. Given the set of all contexts, gathered from all training data, we train a convolutional neural network to predict the presence of each object in the masked bounding box. The input to the network are the “contextual images” obtained during the data generation step. These contextual images are resized to $300 \times 300$ pixels, and the output of the network is a label in $\{0, 1, \ldots, C\}$, where $C$ is the number of object categories. The 0-th class represents background and corresponds to a negative “context image”. For such a multi-class image classification problem, we use the classical ResNet50 network [76] pre-trained on ImageNet, and change the last layer to be a softmax with $C + 1$ activations (see experimental section for details).

4.2.3 Context-driven Data Augmentation

Once the context model is trained, we use it to provide locations where to paste objects. In this section, we elaborate on the context network inference and describe the precise procedure used for blending new objects into existing scenes.
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Figure 4.4 – Different contextual images obtained from a single bounding box. A single ground-truth bounding box (in blue) is able to generate a set of different context images (in green and orange) by varying the size of the initial box and the context neighborhood. While the orange contextual images may be recognized as a chair, the green ones make it more clear that the person was masked out. This motivates the need to evaluate several context images for one box during the context estimation phase.

Selection of candidate locations for object placement. A location for pasting an object is represented as a bounding box. For a single image, we sample 200 boxes at random from the shape distribution used in 4.2.2 and later select the successful placement candidates among them. These boxes are used to build corresponding contextual images, that we feed to the context model as input. As output, the model provides a set of scores in range between 0 and 1, representing the presence likelihood of each object category in a given bounding box, by considering its visual surrounding. The top scoring boxes are added to the final candidate set. Since the model takes into account not only the visual surroundings but a box’s geometry too, we need to consider all possible boxes inside an image to maximize the recall. However this is too costly and using 200 candidates was found to provide good enough bounding boxes among the top scoring ones.

After analyzing the context model’s output we made the following observation: if an object of category $c$ is present in an image it is a confident signal for the model to place another object of this class nearby. The model ignores this signal only if no box of appropriate shape was sampled in the object’s neighborhood. This often happens when only 200 candidate locations are sampled; however, evaluating more locations would introduce a computational overhead. To fix this issue, we propose a simple heuristic, which consists of drawing boxes in the neighborhood of
4.2. Context-driven Data Augmentation by Copy-pasting Instances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Samples</th>
<th>Augmented Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sem./Inst.</td>
<td>Image + Boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantic Instance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.5 – Data augmentation for different types of annotations. The first column contains samples from the training dataset with corresponding semantic/instance segmentation and bounding box annotations. Columns 2-4 present the result of applying context-driven augmentation to the initial sample with corresponding annotations.

this object and adding them to the final candidate set. The added boxes have the same geometry (up to slight distortions) as the neighboring object’s box.

Candidate scoring process. As noted before, we use the context model to score the boxes by using its softmax output. Since the process of generating a contextual image is not deterministic, predictions on two contextual images corresponding to the same box may differ substantially, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. We alleviate this effect by sampling 3 contextual images for one location and average the predicted scores. After the estimation stage we retain the boxes where an object category has score greater than 0.7; These boxes together with the candidates added at the previous step form the final candidate set that will be used for object placement.

Blending objects in their environment. Whenever a bounding box is selected by the previous procedure, we need to blend an object at the corresponding location. This step follows closely the findings of [45]. We consider different types of blending techniques (Gaussian or linear blur, simple copy-pasting with no post-processing, or generating blur on the whole image to imitate motion), and randomly choose one of them in order to introduce a larger diversity of blending artefacts.
Figure 4.6 – Different kinds of blending used in experiments. From left to right: linear smoothing of boundaries, Gaussian smoothing, no processing, motion blur of the whole image, Poisson blending [134].

Figure 4.6 presents the blending techniques mentioned above. We also do not consider Poisson blending in our approach, which was considerably slowing down the data generation procedure. Unlike [45] and unlike our preliminary experiment described in Section 4.2.1, we do not use distractors, which were found to be less important for our task than in [45]. As a consequence, we do not need to exploit external data to perform data augmentation.

Updating image annotation. Once an image is augmented by blending in a new object, we need to modify the annotation accordingly. In this work, we consider data augmentation for both object detection semantic/instance segmentation, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. Once a new object is placed in the scene, we generate a bounding box for object detection by drawing the tightest box around that object. In case where an initial object is too occluded by the blended one, i.e., the IoU between their boxes is higher than 0.8, we delete the bounding box of the original object from the annotations. For semantic segmentation, we start by considering augmentation on instance masks (Figure 4.5, column 4) and then convert them to semantic masks (Figure 4.5, column 3). If a new instance occludes more than 80% of an object already present in the scene, we discard annotations for all pixels belonging to the latter instance. To obtain semantic segmentation masks from instance segmentations, each instance pixel is labeled with the corresponding objects class.

4.3 Experimental Results

In this section, we use the proposed context model to augment object detection and segmentation datasets. We start by presenting experimental and implementation details in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively. In Section 4.3.3 we present a preliminary experiment that motivates the proposed solution. In Sec-
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We study the effect of context-driven data augmentation when augmenting an object detection dataset. For this purpose we consider the Pascal VOC12 dataset that has instance segmentation annotations and we demonstrate the applicability of our method to different families of object detectors. We study the scalability of our approach in Section 4.3.5 by using the COCO dataset for object detection and instance segmentation. We show benefits of our method in Section 4.3.6 by augmenting the VOC12 for semantic segmentation. In Section 4.3.7, we use weakly-supervised learning for estimating object masks and evaluate our approach on the Pascal VOC12 dataset using only bounding box annotations. Finally, Section 4.3.8 studies how the amount of data available for training the context model influences the final detection performance.

4.3.1 Dataset, Tools, and Metrics

Datasets. In our experiments, we use the Pascal VOC’12 [47] and COCO [108] datasets. In the VOC’12 dataset, we only consider a subset that contains segmentation annotations. The training set contains 1,464 images and is dubbed VOC12train-seg later on. Following standard practice, we use the test set of VOC’07 to evaluate the detection performance, which contains 4,952 images with the same 20 object categories as VOC’12. We call this image set VOC07-test. When evaluating segmentation performance, we use the validation set of the VOC’12 annotated with segmentation masks VOC12val-seg that contains 1,449 images. The COCO dataset [108] is used for large-scale object detection experiments. It includes 80 object categories for detection and instance segmentation. For both tasks, there are 118K images for training that we denote as COCO-train2017 and 5K for validation and testing denoted as COCO-val2017.

Models. To test our data-augmentation strategy we chose a single model capable of performing both object detection and semantic segmentation. BlitzNet [44] is an encoder-decoder architecture, which is able to solve either of the tasks, or both simultaneously if trained with box and segmentation annotations together. The open-source implementation is available online. If used to solve the detection task, BlitzNet achieves close to the state-of-the-art results (79.1% mAP) on VOC07-test when trained on the union of the full training and validation parts of VOC’07 and VOC’12, namely VOC07-train+val and VOC12train+val (see [44]); this network is similar to the DSSD detector of [55] that was also used in the Focal Loss paper [107]. When used as a segmentor, BlitzNet resembles the classical U-Net architecture [144] and also achieves results comparable to the state-of-the-art on VOC’12-test set (75.5% mIoU). The advantage of such class of models is that it is relatively fast (it may work in real time) and supports training with big batches of images without further modification.

To make the evaluation extensive, we also consider a different region-based class of
detectors. For that purpose we employ an open-source implementation of Faster-RCNN [177] which uses ResNet50 [76] architecture as a feature extractor. Finally, when tackling object detection and instance segmentation on COCO, we use Mask-RCNN [75] that solves both tasks simultaneously. For each region proposal the network outputs estimated class probabilities, regressed box offsets and a predicted instance mask. We run the official implementation of [63] that uses ResNet50 as a backbone, followed by an FPN [106] module. This setup corresponds to the current state of the art in object detection and instance segmentation.

**Evaluation metric.** In VOC’07, a bounding box is considered to be correct if its Intersection over Union (IoU) with a ground truth box is higher than 0.5. The metric for evaluating the quality of object detection and instance segmentation for one object class is the average precision (AP). Mean Average Precision (mAP) is used to report the overall performance on the dataset. Mean Intersection Over Union (mIoU) is used to measure performance on semantic segmentation.

### 4.3.2 Implementation Details

**Training the context model.** After preparing the “contextual images” as described in 4.2.2, we re-scale them to the standard size $300 \times 300$ and stack them in batches of size 32. We use ResNet50 [76] with ImageNet initialization to train a contextual model in all our experiments. Since we have access only to the training set at any stage of the pipeline we define two strategies for training the context model. When the amount of positive samples is scarce, we train and apply the model on the same data. To prevent overfitting, we use early stopping. In order to determine when to stop the training procedure, we monitor both training error on our training set and validation error on the validation set. The moment when the loss curves start diverging noticeably is used as a stopping point. We call this training setting “small-data regime”. When the size of the training set is moderate and we are in “normal-data regime”, we split it in two parts ensuring that for each class, there is a similar number of positive examples in both splits. The context model is trained on one split and applied to another one. We train the model with ADAM optimizer [85] starting with learning rate $10^{-4}$ and decreasing it by the factor of 10 once during the learning phase. The number of steps depends on a dataset. We sample 3 times more background contextual images, as noted in Section 4.2.2. Visual examples of augmented images produced when using the context model are presented in Figure 4.7. Overall, training the context model is about 4-5 times faster than training the detector.

**Training detection and segmentation models.** In this work, the BlitzNet model takes images of size $300 \times 300$ as an input and produces a task-specific output. When used as a detector, the output is a set of candidate object boxes with classification scores and in case of segmentation it is an estimated semantic map of size $75 \times 75$;
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like our context model, it uses ResNet50 [76] pre-trained on ImageNet as a backbone. The models are trained by following [44], with the ADAM optimizer [85] starting from learning rate $10^{-4}$ and decreasing it later during training by a factor 10 (see Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.6 for number of epochs used in each experiment). In addition to our data augmentation approach obtained by copy-pasting objects, all experiments also include classical data augmentation steps obtained by random-cropping, flips, and color transformations, following [44]. For the Faster-RCNN detector training, we consider the classical model of [142] with ResNet50 backbone and closely follow the instructions of [177]. On the Pascal VOC12 dataset, training images are rescaled to have both sides between 600 and 1000 pixels before being passed to the network. The model is trained with the Momentum optimizer for 9 epochs in total. The starting learning rate is set to $10^{-2}$ and divided by 10 after first 8 epochs of training.

When training Mask-RCNN [75], the images are rescaled to have a maximum size of 1333 pixel on one side or a minimum one of 800 pixels and then grouped in a batch of size 8. We set the starting learning rate to $2 \cdot 10^{-2}$ which is decreased by a factor of 10 twice later during training. For both Faster-RCNN and Mask-RCNN standard data augmentation includes only horizontal flipping.

Selecting and blending objects. Since we widely use object instances extracted from the training images in all our experiments, we create a database of objects cut out from the VOC12train-seg or COCO-train sets to quickly access them during training. For a given candidate box, an instance is considered as matching if after scaling it by a factor in $[0.5, 1.5]$ the re-scaled instance’s bounding box fits inside the candidate’s one and takes at least 80% of its area. The scaling factor is kept close to 1 not to introduce scaling artefacts. When blending the objects into the new background, we follow [45] and use randomly one of the following methods: adding Gaussian or linear blur on the object boundaries, generating blur on the whole image by imitating motion, or just paste an image with no blending. By introducing new instances in a scene we may also introduce heavy occlusions of existing objects. The strategy for resolving this issue depends on the task and is clarified in Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.6.

4.3.3 Why is Random Placement not Working?

As we discovered in the Section 4.2.1, random copy-paste data augmentation does not bring improvement when used to augment object detection datasets. There are multiple possible reasons for observing this behavior, such as violation of context constraints imposed by the dataset, objects looking “out of the scene” due to different illumination conditions or simply artifacts introduced due to blending techniques. To investigate this phenomenon, we conduct a study, that aims to better understand (i) the importance of visual context for object detection, (ii)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>aero bike bird boat bottle</th>
<th>average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base-DA</td>
<td>58.8 64.3 48.8 47.8 33.9</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-DA</td>
<td>60.2 66.5 55.1 41.9 29.7</td>
<td>48.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removing context</td>
<td>44.0 46.8 42.0 20.9 15.5</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlarge + Reblend-DA</td>
<td>60.1 63.4 51.6 48.0 34.8</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 – Ablation study on the first five categories of VOC’12. All models are learned independently. We compare classical data augmentation techniques (Base-DA), approaches obtained by copy-pasting objects, either randomly (Random-DA) or by preserving context (Enlarge+Reblend-DA). The line “Removing context” corresponds to the first experiment described in Section 4.3.3; Enlarge-Reblend corresponds to the second experiment.

the role of illumination conditions and (iii) the impact of blending artefacts. For simplicity, we choose the first 5 categories of VOC’12, namely *aeroplane*, *bike*, *bird*, *boat*, *bottle*, and train independent detectors per category.

**Baseline when no object is in context.** To confirm the negative influence of random placing, we consider one-category detection, where only objects of one selected class are annotated with bounding boxes and everything else is considered as background. Images that do not contain objects of the selected category become background images. After training 5 independent detectors as a baseline, we construct a similar experiment by learning on the same number of instances, but considering as positive examples only objects that have been synthetically placed in a random context. This is achieved by removing from the training data all the images that have an object from the category we want to model, and replacing it by an instance of this object placed on a background image. The main motivation for such study is to consider the extreme case where (i) no object is placed in the right context; (iii) all objects may suffer from rendering artefacts. As shown in Table 4.1, the average precision degrades significantly by about 14% compared to the baseline. As a conclusion, either visual context is indeed crucial for learning, or blending artefacts is also a critical issue. The purpose of the next experiment is to clarify this ambiguity.

**Impact of blending when the context is right.** In the previous experiment, we have shown that the lack of visual context and the presence of blending artefacts may explain the performance drop observed in the third row of Table 4.1. Here, we propose a simple experiment showing that neither (iii) blending artefacts nor (ii) illumination difference are critical when objects are placed in the right context: the experiment consists of extracting each object instance from the dataset, up-scale it...
Figure 4.7 – **Examples of instance placement with context model guidance.** The figure presents samples obtained by placing a matched examples into the box predicted by the context model. The top row shows generated images that are visually almost indistinguishable from the real ones. The middle row presents samples of good quality although with some visual artifacts. For the two leftmost examples, the context module proposed an appropriate object class, but the pasted instances do not look visually appealing. Sometimes, the scene does not look natural because of the segmentation artifacts as in the two middle images. The two rightmost examples show examples where the category seems to be in the right environment, but not perfectly placed. The bottom row presents some failure cases.

by a random factor slightly greater than one (in the interval $[1.2, 1.5]$), and blend it back at the same location, such that it covers the original instance. To mimic the illumination change we apply a slight color transformation to the segmented object. As a result, the new dataset benefits slightly from data augmentation (thanks to object enlargement), but it also suffers from blending artefacts for all object instances. As shown on the forth row of Table 4.1, this approach improves over the baseline, which suggests that the lack of visual context is probably the key explaining the result observed before. The experiment also confirms that the presence of difference in illumination and blending artefacts is not critical for the object detection task. Visual examples of such artefacts are presented in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8 – Illustration of artifacts arising from enlargement augmentation. In the enlargement data augmentation, an instance is cut out of the image, up-scaled by a small factor and placed back at the same location. This approach leads to blending artefacts. Modified images are given in the top row. Zoomed parts of the images centered on blending artifacts are presented in the bottom line.

Table 4.2 – Comparison of detection accuracy on VOC07-test for the single-category experiment. The models are trained independently for each category, by using the 1464 images from VOC12train-seg. The first row represents the baseline experiment that uses standard data augmentation techniques. The second row uses in addition copy-pasting of objects with random placements. “Enlarge-DA” augmentation blends up-scaled instances back in their initial location, which is given in row 3. The forth row presents the results achieved by our context-driven approach and the last row presents the improvement it brings over the baseline. The numbers represent average precision per class in %. Large improvements over the baseline (greater than 7%) are in bold. All numbers are averaged over 3 experiments.
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| model      | CDA | aero bike bird boat bott. bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike pers. plant sheep sofa train tv avg |
|------------|-----|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| BlitzNet300| ✔️  | 63.6 73.3 63.2 57.0 31.5 76.0 71.5 79.9 40.0 71.6 61.4 74.6 80.9 70.4 67.9 36.5 64.9 63.0 79.3 64.7 64.6 |
|            |     | 69.9 73.8 63.9 62.6 35.3 78.3 73.5 80.6 42.8 73.8 62.7 74.5 81.1 73.2 68.9 38.1 67.8 64.3 79.3 66.1 66.5 |
| F-RCNN     | ✔️  | 65.8 70.9 66.5 54.6 45.9 72.7 72.9 80.3 36.8 70.3 48.0 78.9 70.7 70.6 66.3 34.1 64.7 59.8 71.8 61.1 63.1 |
|            |     | 67.4 67.7 64.9 58.0 50.4 71.6 74.9 80.4 36.8 70.2 56.4 75.7 73.7 71.6 71.5 39.4 68.6 63.5 67.7 60.1 64.5 |

Table 4.3 – Comparison of detection accuracy on VOC07-test for the multiple-category experiment. The model is trained on all categories at the same time, by using the 1464 images from VOC12train-seg. The first column specifies the detector used in the experiment, the second column notes if Context-driven Data Augmentation (CDA) was used. The numbers represent average precision per class in %.

4.3.4 Object Detection Augmentation on VOC PASCAL

In this subsection, we are conducting experiments on object detection by augmenting the PASCAL VOC'12 dataset. In order to measure the impact of the proposed technique in a “small data regime”, we pick the single-category detection scenario and also consider a more standard multi-category setting. We test single-shot region-based families of detectors—with BlitzNet and Faster-RCNN respectively—and observe improved performance in both cases.

Single-category Object Detection

In this section, we conduct an experiment to better understand the effect of the proposed data augmentation approach, dubbed “Context-DA” in the different tables, when compared to a baseline with random object placement “Random-DA”, and when compared to standard data augmentation techniques called “Base-DA”. The study is conducted in a single-category setting, where detectors are trained independently for each object category, resulting in a relatively small number of positive training examples per class. This allows us to evaluate the importance of context when few labeled samples are available and see if conclusions drawn for a category easily generalize to other ones.

The baseline with random object placements on random backgrounds is conducted in a similar fashion as our context-driven approach, by following the strategy described in the previous section. For each category, we treat all images with no object from this category as background images, and consider a collection of cut instances as discussed in Section 4.3.1. During training, we augment a negative (background) image with probability 0.5 by pasting up to two instances on it, either at randomly selected locations (Random-DA), or using our context model in the selected bounding boxes with top scores (Context-DA). The instances are re-scaled by a random factor in [0.5, 1.5] and blended into an image using a randomly selected...
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Table 4.4 – Comparison of segmentation accuracy on VOC12val-seg. The model is trained on all 20 categories by using the 1 464 images from VOC12train-seg. Base-DA represents the baseline experiment that uses standard data augmentation techniques. Context-DA uses also our context-driven data augmentation. Random-DA is its context-agnostic analogue. Enlarge-DA corresponds to randomly enlarging an instance and blending it back. The last row presents absolute improvement over the baseline. The numbers represent IoU per class in %. Categories enjoying an improvement higher than 2.5% are in bold. All numbers are averaged over 3 independent experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>aero bike</th>
<th>bird</th>
<th>boat</th>
<th>bott.</th>
<th>bus</th>
<th>car</th>
<th>cat</th>
<th>chair</th>
<th>cow</th>
<th>table</th>
<th>dog</th>
<th>horse</th>
<th>mbike</th>
<th>pers.</th>
<th>plant</th>
<th>sheep</th>
<th>sofa</th>
<th>train</th>
<th>tv</th>
<th>avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base-DA</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-DA</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlarge-DA</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context-DA</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>70.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impr. Cont.</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conclusions are the following: random placement indeed hurts the performance on average. Only the category bird seems to benefit significantly from it, perhaps because birds tend to appear in various contexts in this dataset and some categories significantly suffer from random placement such as boat, table, and sheep. Importantly, the visual context model always improves upon the random placement one, on average by 7%, and upon the baseline that uses only classical data augmentation, on average by 6%. Interestingly, we identify categories for which visual context is crucial (aeroplane, bird, boat, bus, cat, cow, dog, plant), for which context-driven data augmentation brings more than 7% improvement and some categories that display no significant gain or losses (chair, table, persons, tv), where the difference with the baseline is less noticeable (around 1-3%).

Multiple-Categories Object Detection

In this section, we conduct the same experiment as in Section 4.3.4, but we train a single multiple-category object detector instead of independent ones per category. Network parameters are trained with more labeled data (on average 20 times more than for models learned in Table 4.2). When training the context model, we follow the “normal-data strategy” described in Section 4.3.2 and train...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>@0.5:0.95</th>
<th>@0.5</th>
<th>@0.75</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object Detection</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlitzNet300</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rnd</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td><strong>28.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>46.7</strong></td>
<td><strong>28.9</strong></td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td><strong>27.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>47.0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask-RCNN</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rnd</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td><strong>39.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>60.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>42.3</strong></td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td><strong>42.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>51.2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instance Segmentation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask-RCNN</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rnd</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cont</td>
<td><strong>34.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>57.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>36.5</strong></td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td><strong>37.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>52.5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5 – Comparison of object detection and instance segmentation accuracy on COCO-val2017 for the multiple-category experiment. The model is trained on all categories at the same time, by using the 118 783 images from COCO-train2017. The first column specifies a model used to solve a task, the second column notes if Context-driven (Cont) or random-placement (Rnd) Data Augmentation was used. For different IoU thresholds @0.5:0.95, @0.5 and @0.75) and for different object size (S, M, L), the numbers represent mAP in %. Best results are in bold.

In the model for 8K iterations, decreasing the learning rate after 6K steps. The results are presented in Table 4.3 and show a modest average improvement of 2.1% for a single shot and 1.4% for a region-based detector on average over the corresponding baselines, which is relatively consistent across categories. This confirms that data augmentation is crucial when few labeled examples are available.

### 4.3.5 Object Detection and Instance Segmentation Augmentation on COCO

In order to test our augmentation technique at large scale, we use in this section the COCO dataset [108] whose training set size is by 2 orders of magnitude larger than voc12train-seg, and consider both object detection and instance
Table 4.6 – Comparison of detection accuracy on VOC07-test for the single-category experiment. The models are trained independently on each category, by using the VOC12train-seg. The first column specifies the type of object mask used for augmentation: ground-truth instance segmentations (Inst. Seg.), ground-truth semantic segmentation (GT Seg.), or weakly-supervised semantic segmentations (Weak Seg.). Inst. seg. stands for the original instance segmentation ground truth masks. The numbers represent AP per class in %. The best result for a category is in bold. All numbers are averaged over 3 independent experiments.

Table 4.7 – Comparison of detection accuracy on VOC07-test for the multi-category experiment depending on the type of object masks used for augmentation. The models are trained on all categories together, by using the 1464 images from VOC12train-seg. The first column specifies the type of object mask used for augmentation: ground-truth instance segmentations (Inst. Seg.), ground-truth semantic segmentation (GT Seg.), or weakly-supervised semantic segmentations (Weak Seg.). Inst. seg. stands for the original instance segmentation ground truth masks. The numbers represent AP per class in %. The best result for a category is in bold. All numbers are averaged over 3 independent experiments.

Object Detection with BlitzNet

By design, the experiment is identical to the one presented in Section 4.3.4. However, for the COCO dataset we need to train a new context model. This is done by training for 350K iterations (decay at 250K) as described in Section 4.3.2. The non data-augmented baseline was trained according to [44]; when using our augmentation pipeline, we train the detector for 700K iterations and decrease the learning rate by a factor of 10 after 500K and 600K iterations. Table 4.5 shows that we are able to achieve a modest improvement of 0.7%, and that data augmentation still works and does not degrade the performance regardless the large amount of segmentation tasks.
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data available for training initially.

**Detection and Segmentation with Mask-RCNN**

For this experiment, we use Mask-RCNN [75] that jointly solves object detection and instance segmentation. When training the baseline model, we closely follow original guidelines and train the model with 2x schedule (for 180K iterations) to maximize the baseline’s performance. Training the model with 1x schedule (for 90K iterations) results in underfitting, while training with x4 schedule (for 360K iterations), results in overfitting. In order to improve the performance of Mask-RCNN for both tasks, we train the model with x4 schedule and use the context-driven data augmentation. In order to reduce pasting artifacts negatively affecting Mask-RCNN, we decrease the augmentation probability during the training. More precisely, augmentation probability is set to 0.5 in the beginning of the training and then linearly decreased to 0 by the end of the training procedure. Training with constant augmentation probability did not improve the performance over the x2 baseline. On the other hand, gradually reducing augmentation probability results in less aggressive regularization and brings more benefits when training on a large dataset, such as COCO. As Table 4.5 shows, following this augmentation strategy results in a 0.5% an 0.3% mAP improvement for detection and segmentation respectively, when comparing to the most accurate baseline Mask-RCNN, trained with x2 schedule. Augmenting the training data with random placement strategy hurts the performance substantially, which highlights the importance of context for data augmentation.

4.3.6 Semantic Segmentation Augmentation

In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of the proposed data augmentation technique for the task of semantic segmentation by using the VOC’12 dataset. First, we set up the baseline by training the BlitzNet300 [44] architecture for semantic segmentation. Standard augmentation techniques such as flipping, cropping, color transformations and adding random noise were applied during the training, as described in the original paper. We use voc12train-seg subset for learning the model parameters. Following the training procedure described in Section 4.3.2, we train the model for 12K iterations starting from the learning rate of $10^{-4}$ and decreasing it twice by the factor of 10, after 7K and 10K steps respectively. Next, we perform data augmentation of the training set with the proposed context-driven strategy and train the same model for 15K iterations, dropping the learning rate at 8K and 12K steps. In order to blend new objects in and to augment the

---

ground truth we follow routines described in Section 4.2.3. We also carry out an experiment where new instances are placed at random locations, which represents a context-agnostic counterpart of our method. We summarize the results of all 3 experiments in Table 4.4. As we can see from the table, performing copy-paste augmentation at random locations for semantic segmentation slightly degrades the model’s performance by 0.2%. However when objects are placed in the right context, we achieve a boost of 2.1% in mean intersection over union. These results resemble the case of object detection a lot and therefore highlight the role of context in scene understanding. We further analyze the categories that benefit from our data augmentation technique more than the others. If improvement for a class AP over the baseline is higher than 2.5%, Table 4.4 marks the result in bold. Again, we can notice correlation with the detection results from Section 4.3.4 which demonstrates the importance of context for the categories that benefit from our augmentation strategy in both cases.

4.3.7 Reducing the need for pixel-wise object annotation

Our data augmentation technique requires instance-level segmentations, which are not always available in realistic scenarios. In this section, we relax the annotation requirements for our approach and show that it is possible to use the method when only bounding boxes are available.

**Semantic segmentation + bounding box annotations.** Instance segmentation masks provide annotations to each pixel in an image and specify (i) an instance a pixel belongs to and (ii) class of that instance. If these annotations are not available, one may approximate them with semantic segmentation and bounding box annotations. Figure 4.9 illustrates possible annotation types and the difference between them. Semantic segmentation annotations are also pixel-wise, however they annotate each pixel only with the object category. Instance-specific information could be obtained from object bounding boxes, however this type of annotation is not pixel-wise and in some cases is not sufficient to assign each pixel to the correct instance. As Figure 4.9 suggests, as long as a pixel in semantic map is covered by only one bounding box, it uniquely defines the object it belongs to (row 1); otherwise, if more than one box covers the pixel, it is not clear which object it comes from (row 2). When deriving approximate instance masks from semantic segmentation and bounding boxes (see Figure 4.9, column 2), we randomly order the boxes and assign pixels from a semantic map to the corresponding instances. Whenever a pixel could be assigned to multiple boxes we choose a box that comes first in the ordering. Once the procedure for obtaining object masks is established we are back to the initial setting and follow the proposed data augmentation routines described above. As could be seen in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 detection performance experiences a slight drop of 0.6% in single-category and 0.3% in multi-category
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settings respectively, comparing to using instance segmentation masks. These results are promising and encourage us to explore less elaborate annotations for the purpose of data augmentation.

**Bounding box annotations only.** Since we have an established procedure for performing data augmentation with semantic segmentation and bounding boxes annotations, the next step to reducing pixel-wise annotation is to approximate segmentations from available bounding boxes. We employ weakly-supervised learning to estimate segmentations from available bounding boxes. The work of [84] proposes an effective solution to this problem. When trained on the VOC12train dataset, augmented with more training examples according to [65, 84], it achieves 65.7% mIoU on the VOC12val-set. Unfortunately, we have found that naively applying this solution for estimating segmentation masks and using them for augmentation results in worse performance. The reason for that was low quality of estimated masks. First, inaccurate object boundaries result in non-realistic instances and may introduce biases in the augmented dataset. But more importantly, confusion between classes may hampers the performance. For example, augmenting a category “cow” with examples of a “sheep” class may hurt the learning process. Hence, we need a model with a more discriminative classifier. To this end we propose the following modifications to the segmentation method: we change the architecture from

---

Figure 4.9 – **Possible types of instance-level annotation.** The left column presents an image annotated with object boxes. Column 2 shows semantic segmentation annotations with object boxes on top and approximate instance segmentations derived from it. The last column presents the original instance segmentation annotations.
Table 4.8 – Object detection and semantic segmentation performance depending on amount of data used for building the context model. First row depicts the portion (in %) of the VOC07trainval+VOC12trainval used for training the context model. Second column corresponds to performance of baseline models. The second row gives the final detection mAP % evaluated on VOC07test, while the third row lists segmentation mIoU in % on VOC12val-seg. For both tasks we used BlitzNet300 trained on augmented VOC12train-seg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of data used</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Det. mAP</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>66.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seg. mIoU</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DeepLab_v1 [24] to DeepLab_v4 [25], perform multi-scale inference and process the resulting masks with a conditional random field. The later helps to refine the object edges, which was found not necessary in the original work of [25], when learning with full supervision. By training on the same data as the original method of [84] but with the proposed modifications we achieve 75.8% mIoU, which is more than 10% improvement to the initial pipeline. This accuracy seems to be sufficient to use automatically-estimated segmentation masks for augmentation purposes.

When the semantic maps are estimated, we follow the augmentation routines of the previous section with only one difference; specifically, an instance is kept if the bounding box of its segmentation covers at least 40% of its corresponding ground truth box. Otherwise, the instance mask is considered as missing and the object does not contribute to data augmentation. The results of applying this strategy to the single- and multy-category object detection are presented in Table 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. Table 4.6 shows which categories are unable to provide high-quality masks, even though the quality seems to be sufficient to improve upon the non-augmented baseline. It is surprising that by using object boxes instead of segmentation masks we lose only 0.6% of mAP in the multi-class scenario while still outperforming non-augmented training by 1.6%. These results show that the method is widely applicable even in the absence of segmentation annotations.

4.3.8 Studying the Importance of Context Modeling Quality for Scene Understanding

First, we make an assumption that the quality of a context model is mainly influenced by the amount of data it has received for training. Hence, to study this relation, we mine a bigger dataset VOC07-trainval+VOC12-trainval which results
### 4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduce a data augmentation technique dedicated to object-level scene understanding problems. From a methodological point of view, we show that this approach is effective and goes beyond traditional augmentation methods. One of the keys to obtain significant improvements in terms of accuracy is to introduce an appropriate context model which allows us to automatically find realistic locations for objects to be pasted and blended in a new scenes. While the role of explicit context modeling has been unclear so far for detection and segmentation, we show that it is in fact crucial when performing data augmentation and learn with fewer labeled data, which is one of the major issues deep learning
models are facing today.
Chapter 5

Ensemble Methods for Few-Shot Classification

Chapter abstract: Few-shot classification consists of learning a predictive model that is able to effectively adapt to a new class, given only a few annotated samples. To solve this challenging problem, meta-learning has become a popular paradigm that advocates the ability to “learn to adapt”. Recent works have shown, however, that simple learning strategies without meta-learning could be competitive. In this chapter, we go a step further and show that by addressing the fundamental high-variance issue of few-shot learning classifiers, it is possible to significantly outperform current meta-learning techniques. Our approach consists of designing an ensemble of deep networks to leverage the variance of the classifiers, and introducing new strategies to encourage the networks to cooperate, while encouraging prediction diversity. Evaluation is conducted on the mini-ImageNet, tiered-ImageNet and CUB datasets, where we show that even a single network obtained by distillation yields state-of-the-art results. See Section 2.5 for related work.

Source code implementing the whole pipeline is publicly available [123] (it is given in Appendix B). Appendix C contains additional results and implementation details regarding the presented method. The material of this part is essentially based on the following work.

It is well known by now, that with massively annotated datasets for training, convolutional neural networks can achieve outstanding results in many visual recognition tasks, such as classification [92], object detection [44,110,142], or semantic segmentation [44,111,144]. The problem is, however, that when such datasets are not available, the models’ performance degrades significantly [57]. Annotating a large corpus is expensive and not always feasible, depending on the task at hand. Thus, improving the generalization capabilities of deep neural networks and removing the need for huge sets of annotations is of utmost importance.

While such a grand challenge may be addressed from different complementary points of views, e.g., large-scale unsupervised learning [23], self-supervised learning [39,60], or by developing regularization techniques dedicated to deep networks [19,183], we choose in this chapter to focus on variance-reduction principles based on ensemble methods.

Specifically, we are interested in few-shot classification, where a classifier is first trained from scratch on a medium-sized annotated corpus—that is, without leveraging external data or a pre-trained network, and then we evaluate its ability to adapt to new classes, for which only very few annotated samples are provided (typically 1 or 5). Unfortunately, simply fine-tuning a convolutional neural network on a new classification task with very few samples has been shown to provide poor results [52], which has motivated the community to develop dedicated approaches.

The dominant paradigm in few-shot learning builds upon meta-learning [52, 137,152,159,164,172], which is formulated as a principle to learn how to adapt to new learning problems. These approaches split a large annotated corpus into classification tasks, and the goal is to transfer knowledge across tasks in order to improve generalization. While the meta-learning principle seems appealing for few-shot learning, its empirical benefits have not been clearly established yet. There is indeed strong evidence [27,59,135] that training CNNs from scratch using meta-learning performs substantially worse than if CNN features are trained in a standard fashion—that is, by minimizing a classical loss function relying on corpus annotations; on the other hand, learning only the last layer with meta-learning has been found to produce better results [59,135]. Then, it was recently shown in [27] that simple distance-based classifiers could achieve similar accuracy as meta-learning approaches.

This work goes a step further and shows that meta-learning-free approaches can be improved and significantly outperform the current state of the art in few-shot learning. Our angle of attack consists of using ensemble methods to reduce the variance of few-shot learning classifiers, which is inevitably high given the small number of annotations. Given an initial medium-sized dataset (following the standard setting of few-shot learning), the most basic ensemble approach consists of first training several CNNs independently before freezing them and removing the
Figure 5.1 – **Illustration of the cooperation and diversity strategies on two networks.** All networks receive the same image as input and compute corresponding class probabilities with softmax. Cooperation encourages the non-ground truth probabilities (in red) to be similar, after normalization, whereas diversity encourages orthogonality.

last prediction layer. Then, given a new class (with few annotated samples), we build a mean centroid classifier for each network and estimate class probabilities—according to a basic probabilistic model—of test samples based on the distance to the centroids [117,159]. The obtained probabilities are then averaged over networks, resulting in higher accuracy.

While we show that the basic ensemble method where networks are trained independently already performs well, we introduce penalty terms that allow the networks to cooperate during training, while encouraging enough diversity of predictions, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The motivation for cooperation is that of easier learning and regularization, where individual networks from the ensemble can benefit from each other. The motivation for encouraging diversity is classical for ensemble methods [37], where a collection of weak learners making diverse predictions often performs better together than a single strong one. Whereas these two principles seem in contradiction with each other at first sight, we show that both principles are in fact useful and lead to significantly better results than the basic ensemble method. Finally, we also show that a single network trained by distillation [79] to mimic the behavior of the ensemble also performs well, which brings a significant speed-up at test time. In summary, our contributions are three-fold:
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— We introduce mechanisms to encourage cooperation and diversity for learning an ensemble of networks. We study these two principles for few-shot learning and characterize the regimes where they are useful.
— We show that it is possible to significantly outperform current state-of-the-art techniques for few-shot classification without using meta-learning.
— As a minor contribution, we also show how to distill an ensemble into a single network with minor loss in accuracy, by using additional unlabeled data.

Outline. The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents related work in ensemble methods. Then, Section 5.2 presents our pipeline for few-shot classification and introduces new ways of training ensembles with cooperation and diversity penalties. We perform detailed study of the method in Section 5.3, apply it to few-shot classification problems on mini-ImageNet, tiered-ImageNet and CUB datasets and compare our solution to existing methods. Finally, Section 5.4 concludes the chapter.

5.1 Related Work

It is well known that ensemble methods reduce the variance of estimators and subsequently may improve the quality of prediction [54]. To gain accuracy from averaging, various randomization or data augmentation techniques are typically used to encourage a high diversity of predictions [20,37]. While individual classifiers of the ensemble may perform poorly, the quality of the average prediction turns out to be sometimes surprisingly high.

Even though ensemble methods are costly at training time for neural networks, it was shown that a single network trained to mimic the behavior of the ensemble could perform almost equally well [79]—a procedure called distillation—thus removing the overhead at test time. To improve the scalability of distillation in the context of highly-parallelized implementations, an online distillation procedure is proposed in [5]. There, each network is encouraged to agree with the averaged predictions made by other networks of the ensemble, which results in more stable models. The objective of our work is however significantly different. The form of cooperation they encourage between networks is indeed targeted to scalability and stability (due to industrial constraints), but online distilled networks do not necessarily perform better than the basic ensemble strategy. Our goal, on the other hand, is to improve the quality of prediction and do better than basic ensembles.

To this end, we encourage cooperation in a different manner, by encouraging predictions between networks to match in terms of class probabilities conditioned on the prediction not being the ground truth label. While we show that such a strategy alone is useful in general when the number of networks is small, encouraging
5.2 Ensemble Methods for Few-shot Classification

In this section, we present our approach for few-shot classification, starting with preliminary components.

5.2.1 Mean-centroid classifiers

We now explain how to perform few-shot classification with a fixed feature extractor and a mean centroid classifier.

**Few-shot classification with prototype classifier.** During the meta-training stage, we are given a dataset $D_b$ with annotations, which we use to train a prediction function $f_\theta$ represented by a CNN. Formally, after training the CNN on $D_b$, we remove the final prediction layer and use the resulting vector $\tilde{f}_\theta(x)$ as a set of visual features for a given image $x$. The parameters $\theta$ represent the weights of the network, which are frozen after this training step.

During meta-testing, we are given a new dataset $D_q = \{x_i, y_i\}_{i=1}^{nk}$, where $n$ is a number of new categories and $k$ is the number of available examples for each class. The $(x_i, y_i)$’s represent image-label pairs. Then, we build a mean centroid classifier, leading to the class prototypes

$$c_j = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \tilde{f}_\theta(x_i), \quad j = 1, ..., n.$$  \hfill (5.1)

Finally, a test sample $x$ is assigned to the nearest centroid’s class. Simple mean-centroid classifiers have proven to be effective in the context of few-shot classification [27, 117, 159], which is confirmed in the following experiment.

**Motivation for mean-centroid classifier.** We report here an experiment showing that a more complex model than (5.1) does not necessarily lead to better results for few-shot learning. Consider indeed a parametrized version of (5.1):

$$c_j = \sum_{i=1}^{nk} \alpha_i^j \tilde{f}_\theta(x_i), \quad j = 1, ..., n,$$  \hfill (5.2)

where the weights $\alpha_i^j$ can be learned with gradient descent by maximizing the likelihood of the probabilistic model

$$p_j(y = l|x) = \frac{\exp(-d(\tilde{f}_\theta(x), c_l))}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \exp(-d(\tilde{f}_\theta(x), c_j))}$$  \hfill (5.3)
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where $d(\cdot, \cdot)$ is a distance function, such as Euclidean distance or negative cosine similarity. Since the coefficients are learned from data and not set arbitrarily to $1/k$ as in (5.1), one would potentially expect this method to produce better classifiers if appropriately regularized. When we run the evaluation of the aforementioned classifiers on 1000 5-shot learning tasks sampled from \texttt{miniImagenet-test} (see experimental section for details about this dataset), we get similar results on average: $77.28 \pm 0.46\%$ for (5.1) vs. $77.01 \pm 0.50\%$ for (5.2), confirming that learning meaningful parameters in this very-low-sample regime is difficult.

5.2.2 Learning ensembles of deep networks

During meta-training, one needs to minimize the following loss function over a training set $\{x_i, y_i\}_{i=1}^m$:

$$L(\theta) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^m \ell(y_i, \sigma(f_{\theta}(x_i))) + \lambda \|\theta\|_2^2,$$

(5.4)

where $f_{\theta}$ is a CNN as before. The cost function $\ell(\cdot, \cdot)$ is the cross-entropy between ground-truth labels and predicted class probabilities $p = \sigma(f_{\theta}(x))$, where $\sigma$ is the normalized exponential function, and $\lambda$ is a weight decay parameter.

When training an ensemble of $K$ networks $f_{\theta_j}$ independently, one would solve (5.4) for each network separately. While these terms may look identical, solutions provided by deep neural networks will typically differ when trained with different initializations and random seeds, making ensemble methods appealing in this context.

In this chapter, we are interested in ensemble of networks, but we also want to model relationships between its members; this may be achieved by considering a pairwise penalty function $\psi$, leading to the joint formulation:

$$L(\tilde{\theta}) = \sum_{j=1}^K \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^n \ell(y_i, \sigma(f_{\theta_j}(x_i))) + \lambda \|\theta_j\|_2^2 \right) + \frac{\gamma}{n(K-1)} \sum_{j,l}^{K} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \psi(y, f_{\theta_j}(x_i), f_{\theta_l}(x_i)),$$

(5.5)

where $\tilde{\theta}$ is the vector obtained by concatenating all the parameters $\theta_j$. By carefully designing the function $\psi$ and setting up appropriately the parameter $\gamma$, it is possible to achieve desirable properties of the ensemble, such as diversity of predictions or collaboration during training.
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![Figure 5.2 - Accuracies of different ensemble strategies (one for each color) for various numbers of networks.](image)

Figure 5.2 – Accuracies of different ensemble strategies (one for each color) for various numbers of networks. Solid lines give the ensemble accuracy after aggregating predictions. The average performance of single models from the ensemble is plotted with a dashed line. Best viewed in color.

### 5.2.3 Encouraging diversity and cooperation

To reduce the high variance of few-shot learning classifiers, we use ensemble methods trained with a particular interaction function $\psi$, as in (5.5). Then, once the parameters $\theta_j$ have been learned during meta-training, classification in meta-testing is performed by considering a collection of $K$ mean-centroid classifiers associated to the basic probabilistic model presented in Eq. (5.3). Given a test image, the $K$ class probabilities are averaged. Such a strategy was found to perform empirically better than a voting scheme.

As we show in the experimental section, the choice of pairwise relationship function $\psi$ significantly influences the quality of the ensemble. Here, we describe three different strategies, which all provide benefits in different regimes, starting by a criterion encouraging diversity of predictions.

**Diversity.** One way to encourage diversity consists of introducing randomization in the learning procedure, e.g., by using data augmentation [20, 54] or various initializations. Here, we also evaluate the effect of an interaction function $\psi$ that acts directly on the network predictions. Given an image $x$, two models parametrized by $\theta_i$ and $\theta_j$ respectively lead to class probabilities $p_i = \sigma(f_{\theta_i}(x))$ and $p_j = \sigma(f_{\theta_j}(x))$. During training, $p_i$ and $p_j$ are naturally encouraged to be close to the assignment vector $e_y$ in $\{0, 1\}^d$ with a single non-zero entry at position $y$, where $y$ is the class label associated to $x$ and $d$ is the number of classes.

From [79], we know that even though only the largest entry of $p_i$ or $p_j$ is used to make predictions, other entries—typically not corresponding to the ground truth
label $y$—carry important information about the network. It becomes then natural to consider the probabilities $\hat{p}_i$ and $\hat{p}_j$ conditioned on not being the ground-truth label. Formally, these are obtained by setting to zero the entry $y$ in $p_i$ and $p_j$ renormalizing the corresponding vectors such that they sum to one. Then, we consider the following diversity penalty

$$\phi(\hat{p}_i, \hat{p}_j) = \cos(\hat{p}_i, \hat{p}_j).$$

(5.6)

When combined with the loss function, the resulting formulation encourages the networks to make the right prediction according to the ground-truth label, but then they are also encouraged to make different second-best, third-best, and so on, choice predictions (see Figure 5.1). This penalty turns out to be particularly effective when the number of networks is large, as shown in the experimental section. It typically worsens the performance of individual classifiers on average, but make the ensemble prediction more accurate.

**Cooperation.** Apparently opposite to the previous principle, encouraging the conditional probabilities $\hat{p}_i$ to be similar—though with a different metric—may also improve the quality of prediction by allowing the networks to cooperate for better learning. Our experiments show that such a principle alone may be effective, but it appears to be mostly useful when the number of training networks is small, which suggests that there is a trade-off between cooperation and diversity that needs to be found.

Specifically, our experiments show that using the negative cosine—in other words, the opposite of (5.6)—is ineffective. However, a penalty such as the symmetrized KL-divergence turned out to provide the desired effect:

$$\phi(\hat{p}_i, \hat{p}_j) = \frac{1}{2} (\text{KL}(\hat{p}_i || \hat{p}_j) + \text{KL}(\hat{p}_j || \hat{p}_i)).$$

(5.7)

By using this penalty, we managed to obtain more stable and faster training, resulting in better performing individual networks, but also—perhaps surprisingly—a better ensemble. Since this formulation doesn’t match the outputs directly, genuine diversity of the networks still effects positively the final ensemble accuracy. Unfortunately, we also observed that the gain of ensembling diminishes with the number of networks in the ensemble since the individual members become too similar.

**Robustness and cooperation.** Given experiments conducted with the two previous penalties, a trade-off between cooperation and diversity seems to correspond to two regimes (low vs. high number of networks). This motivated us to develop an approach designed to achieve the best trade-off. When considering the cooperation
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penalty (5.7), we try to increase diversity of prediction by several additional means. i) We randomly drop some networks from the ensemble at each training iteration, which causes the networks to learn on different data streams and reduces the speed of knowledge propagation. ii) We introduce Dropout within each network to increase randomization. iii) We feed each network with a different (crop, color) transformation of the same image, which makes the ensemble more robust to input image transformations. Overall, this strategy was found to perform best in most scenarios (see Figure 5.2).

5.2.4 Ensemble distillation

As most ensemble methods, our ensemble strategy introduces a significant computational overhead at training time. To remove the overhead at test time, we use a variant of knowledge distillation [79] to compress the ensemble into a single network \( f_w \). Given the meta-training dataset \( D_b \), we consider the following cost function on example \((x, y)\):

\[
\ell(x, y) = (1 - \alpha) \cdot \hat{\ell}(e_y, \sigma(f_w(x))) \\
\quad - \alpha \cdot T^2 \cdot \hat{\ell} \left( \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sigma \left( \frac{f_{\theta_k}(x)}{T} \right), \sigma \left( \frac{f_w(x)}{T} \right) \right),
\]

(5.8)

where, \( \hat{\ell} \) is cross-entropy, \( e_y \) is a one-hot embedding of the true label \( y \). The second term performs distillation with parameter \( T \) (see [79]). It encourages the single model \( f_w \) to be similar to the average output of the ensemble. In our experiments, we are able to obtain a model with performance relatively close to that of the ensemble (see Section 5.3).

Modeling out-of-distribution behavior. When distillation is performed on the dataset \( D_b \), the network \( f_w \) mimics the behavior of the ensemble on a specific data distribution. However, new categories are introduced at test time. Therefore, we also tried distillation by using additional unnannotated data, which yields slightly better performance.

5.3 Experimental Results

We now present experiments to study the effect of cooperation and diversity for ensemble methods, and start with experimental and implementation details.
5.3.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use mini-ImageNet [137] and tiered-ImageNet [141] which are derived from the original ImageNet [145] dataset and Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB) 200-2011 [174]. Mini-ImageNet consists of 100 categories—64 for training, 16 for validation and 20 for testing—with 600 images each. Tiered-ImageNet is also a subset of ImageNet that includes 351 class for training, 97 for validation and 160 for testing which is 779,165 images in total. The splits are chosen such that the training classes are sufficiently different from the test ones, unlike in mini-ImageNet. The CUB dataset consists of 11,788 images of birds of more than 200 species. We adopt train, val, and test splits from [181], which were originally created by randomly splitting all 200 species in 100 for training, 50 for validation, and 50 for testing.

Evaluation. In few-shot classification, the test set is used to sample $N$ 5-way classification problems, where only $k$ examples of each category are provided for training and 15 for evaluation. We follow [52,59,125,135,137] and test our algorithms for $k = 1$ and 5 and $N$ is set to 1,000. Each time, classes and corresponding train/test examples are sampled at random. For all our experiments we report the mean accuracy (in %) over 1,000 tasks and 95% confidence interval.

Implementation details. For all experiments, we use the Adam optimizer [85] with an initial learning rate $10^{-4}$, which is decreased by a factor 10 once during training when no improvement in validation accuracy is observed for $p$ consecutive epochs. For mini-ImageNet, we use $p = 10$, and 20 for the CUB dataset. When distilling an ensemble into one network, $p$ is doubled. We use random crops and color augmentation during training as well as weight decay with parameter $\lambda = 5 \cdot 10^{-4}$. All experiments are conducted with the ResNet18 architecture [76], which allows us to train our ensembles of 20 networks on a single GPU. Input images are then re-scaled to the size $224 \times 224$, and organized in mini-batches of size 16. Validation accuracy is computed by running 5-shot evaluation on the validation set. During the meta-testing stage, we take central crops of size $224 \times 224$ from images and feed them to the feature extractor. No other preprocessing is used at test time. When building a mean centroid classifier, the distance $d$ in (5.3) is computed as the negative cosine similarity [159], which is rescaled by a factor 10. For a fair comparison, we have also evaluated ensembles composed of ResNet18 [76] with input image size $84 \times 84$ and WideResNet28 [186] with input size $80 \times 80$. All details are reported in Appendix C.2. For reproducibility purposes, our implementation is made available online and can be found in Appendix B.
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#### Table 5.1 – Few-shot classification accuracy on mini-ImageNet.

The first column gives the strategy, the top row indicates the number $N$ of networks in an ensemble. Here, `dist` means that an ensemble was distilled into a single network, and `++` indicates that extra unannotated images were used for distillation. We performed 1000 independent experiments on mini-ImageNet-test and report the average with 95% confidence interval. All networks are trained on mini-ImageNet-train set.

#### 5.3.2 Ensembles for Few-Shot Classification

In this section, we study the effect of ensemble training with pairwise interaction terms that encourage cooperation or diversity. For that purpose, we analyze the link between the size of ensembles and their 1- and 5-shot classification performance on the mini-ImageNet and CUB datasets.

**Details about the three strategies.** When models are trained jointly, the data stream is shared across all networks and weight updates happen simultaneously. This is achieved by placing all models on the same GPU and optimizing the loss (5.5). When training a diverse ensemble, we use the cosine function (5.6) and selected the parameter $\gamma = 1$ that performed best on the validation set among the tested values ($10^i$, for $i = -2, \ldots, 2$) for $n = 5$ and $n = 10$ networks. Then, this value was kept for other values of $n$. To enforce cooperation between networks, we use the symmetrized KL function (5.7) and selected the parameter $\gamma = 10$ in the same manner. Finally, the robust ensemble strategy is trained with the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>77.28 ± 0.46</td>
<td>78.27 ± 0.45</td>
<td>79.38 ± 0.43</td>
<td>80.02 ± 0.43</td>
<td>80.30 ± 0.43</td>
<td>80.57 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>77.28 ± 0.46</td>
<td>78.34 ± 0.46</td>
<td>79.18 ± 0.43</td>
<td>79.89 ± 0.43</td>
<td>80.82 ± 0.42</td>
<td>81.18 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>77.28 ± 0.46</td>
<td>78.67 ± 0.46</td>
<td>80.20 ± 0.42</td>
<td>80.60 ± 0.43</td>
<td>80.72 ± 0.42</td>
<td>80.80 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>77.28 ± 0.46</td>
<td>78.71 ± 0.45</td>
<td>80.26 ± 0.43</td>
<td>81.00 ± 0.42</td>
<td>81.22 ± 0.43</td>
<td>81.59 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distilled Ensembles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>58.71 ± 0.62</td>
<td>60.04 ± 0.60</td>
<td>60.83 ± 0.63</td>
<td>61.34 ± 0.61</td>
<td>61.93 ± 0.61</td>
<td>62.06 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>58.71 ± 0.63</td>
<td>59.95 ± 0.61</td>
<td>61.27 ± 0.62</td>
<td>61.43 ± 0.61</td>
<td>62.23 ± 0.61</td>
<td>62.47 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>58.71 ± 0.62</td>
<td>60.20 ± 0.61</td>
<td>61.46 ± 0.61</td>
<td>61.61 ± 0.61</td>
<td>62.06 ± 0.61</td>
<td>62.12 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>58.71 ± 0.62</td>
<td>60.91 ± 0.62</td>
<td>62.36 ± 0.60</td>
<td>62.70 ± 0.61</td>
<td>62.97 ± 0.62</td>
<td>63.95 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distilled Ensembles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.2 – Few-shot classification accuracy on CUB. The first column gives the type of ensemble and the top row indicates the number of networks in an ensemble. Here, dist means that an ensemble was distilled into a single network, and ’++’ indicates that extra unannotated images were used for distillation. We performed 1000 independent experiments on CUB-test and report the average with 95% confidence interval. All networks are trained on CUB-train set.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Input size</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>5-shot</th>
<th>1-shot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TADAM [125]</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>76.70 ± 0.30</td>
<td>58.50 ± 0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine + Attention [59]</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>73.00 ± 0.64</td>
<td>56.20 ± 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Classifier [27]</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>74.27 ± 0.63</td>
<td>51.75 ± 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine Classifier [27]</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>75.68 ± 0.63</td>
<td>51.87 ± 0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA [135]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>WideResNet</td>
<td>73.74 ± 0.19</td>
<td>59.60 ± 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO [146]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>WideResNet</td>
<td>77.59 ± 0.12</td>
<td>61.76 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEAT [181]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>WideResNet</td>
<td>78.32 ± 0.16</td>
<td>61.72 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20-dist++ (ours)</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>81.19 ± 0.43</td>
<td>63.73 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20-dist++ (ours)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>75.62 ± 0.48</td>
<td>59.48 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20-dist++ (ours)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>WideResNet</td>
<td>81.17 ± 0.43</td>
<td>63.28 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20 Full (ours)</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>81.59 ± 0.42</td>
<td>63.95 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20 Full (ours)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>76.90 ± 0.42</td>
<td>59.38 ± 0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20 Full (ours)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>WideResNet</td>
<td>81.94 ± 0.44</td>
<td>63.46 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 – Comparison of distilled ensembles to other methods on 1- and 5-shot miniImageNet. The two last columns display the accuracy on 1- and 5-shot learning tasks. To evaluate our methods we performed 1 000 independent experiments on MiniImageNet-test and report the average and 95% confidence interval. Here, ’++’ means that extra non-annotated images were used to perform distillation. The last model is a full ensemble and should not be directly compared to the rest of the table.

5.3.3 Distilling an ensemble

We distill robust ensembles of all sizes to study knowledge transferability with growing ensemble size. To do so, we use the meta-training dataset and optimize the loss (5.8) with parameters $T = 10$ and $\alpha = 0.8$. For the strategy using external data, we randomly add at each iteration 8 images (without annotations) from the COCO [108] dataset to the 16 annotated samples from the meta-training data. Those images contribute only to the distillation part of the loss (5.8). Table 5.1 and 5.1 display model accuracies for mini-ImageNet and CUB datasets respectively. For 5-shot classification on mini-ImageNet, the difference between ensemble and its distilled version is rather low (around 1%), while adding extra non-annotated data helps reducing this gap. Surprisingly, 1-shot classification accuracy is slightly higher for distilled models than for their corresponding full ensembles. On the CUB dataset, distilled models stop improving after $n = 5$, even though the performance of full ensembles keeps growing. This seems to indicate
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Input size</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>5-shot</th>
<th>1-shot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TADAM [125]</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>81.92 ± 0.30</td>
<td>62.13 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO [146]</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>WideResNet</td>
<td>81.44 ± 0.12</td>
<td>66.33 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Centroid (one network)</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>83.89 ± 0.33</td>
<td>68.33 ± 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20-dist (ours)</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td><strong>85.43 ± 0.21</strong></td>
<td><strong>70.44 ± 0.32</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20 Full</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>86.49 ± 0.22</td>
<td>71.71 ± 0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4 – Comparison of distilled ensembles to other methods on 1- and 5-shot tiered-ImageNet [141]. To evaluate our methods we performed 5,000 independent experiments on tiered-ImageNet-test and report the average accuracy with 95% confidence interval.

that the capacity of the single network may have been reached, which suggests using a more complex architecture here. Consistently with such hypothesis, adding extra data is not as helpful as for mini-ImageNet, most likely because data distributions of COCO and CUB are more different.

In Tables 5.3, 5.4, we also compare the performance of our distilled networks with other baselines from the literature, including current state-of-the-art meta-learning approaches, showing that our approach does significantly better on the mini-ImageNet [137] and tiered-ImageNet [141] datasets.

5.3.4 Study of relationship penalties

There are many possible ways to model relationship between the members of an ensemble. In this subsection, we study and discuss such particular choices.

Input to relationship function. As noted by [79], class probabilities obtained by the softmax layer of a network seem to carry a lot of information and are useful for distillation. However, after meta-training, such probabilities are often close to binary vectors with a dominant value associated to the ground-truth label. To make small values more noticeable, distillation uses a parameter $T$, as in (5.8). Given such a class probability computed by a network, we experimented such a strategy consisting of introducing new probabilities $\hat{p} = \sigma(p/T)$, where the contributions of non ground-truth values are emphasized. When used within our diversity (5.6) or cooperation (5.7) penalties, we however did not see any improvement over the basic ensemble method. Instead, we found that computing the class probabilities conditioned on not being the ground truth label, as explained in Section 5.2.3, would perform much better.

This is illustrated on the following experiment with two network ensembles of size $n = 5$, where we compared the two strategies. We enforce similarity on
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose (Sign)</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>-cos</th>
<th>KLsim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation (+)</td>
<td>80.14 ± 0.43</td>
<td>80.29 ± 0.44</td>
<td>80.72 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity (-)</td>
<td>80.54 ± 0.44</td>
<td>80.82 ± 0.42</td>
<td>79.81 ± 0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 – Evaluating different relationship criteria on mini-Imagenet 5-shot. The first row indicates which function was used as a relationship criteria, the first column indicates for which purpose the function is used and the corresponding sign. To evaluate our methods, we performed 1 000 independent experiments on CUB-test and report the average accuracy with 95% confidence intervals. All ensembles are trained on mini-ImageNet-train.

the full probability vectors in the first one, computed with softmax at $T = 10$ following [5], and with conditionally non-ground-truth probabilities for the second one as defined in Section 5.2.3. When using the cooperation training formulation, the second strategy turns out to perform about 1% better than the first one (79.79 % vs 80.60%), when tested on MiniImageNet. Similar observations have been made using the diversity criterion. In comparison, the basic ensemble method without interactions achieves about 80%.

Choice of relationship function. In principle, any similarity measure could be used to design a penalty encouraging cooperation. Here, we show that in fact, selecting the right criterion for comparing probability vectors (cosine similarity, L2 distance, symmetrized KL divergence), is crucial depending on the desired effect (cooperation or diversity). In Table 5.5, we perform such a comparison for an ensemble with $n = 5$ networks on the MiniImageNet dataset for a 5−shot classification task, when plugging the above function in the formulation 5.5, with a specific sign. The parameter $\gamma$ for each experiment is chosen such that the performance on the validation set is maximized.

When looking for diversity, the cosine similarity performs slightly better than negative L2 distance, although the accuracies are within error bars. Using negative $\text{KL}_{\text{sim}}$ with various $\gamma$ was either not distinguishable from independent training or was hurting the performance for larger values of $\gamma$ (not reported on the table). As for cooperation, positive $\text{KL}_{\text{sim}}$ gives better results than L2 distance or negative cosine similarity. We believe that this behavior is due to important difference in the way these functions compare small values in probability vectors. While negative cosine or L2 losses would penalize heavily the largest difference, $\text{KL}_{\text{sim}}$ concentrates on values that are close to 0 in one vector and are greater in the second one.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>mini-ImageNet $\rightarrow$ CUB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MatchingNet [172]</td>
<td>53.07 ± 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAML [52]</td>
<td>51.34 ± 0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProtoNet [159]</td>
<td>62.02 ± 0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Classifier [27]</td>
<td>65.57 ± 0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine Classifier [27]</td>
<td>62.04 ± 0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20-$dist$++ (ours)</td>
<td>64.23 ± 0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust 20 Full (ours)</td>
<td>65.04 ± 0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse 20 Full (ours)</td>
<td>66.17 ± 0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6 – 5-shot classification accuracy under domain shift. The last two models are full ensembles and should not be directly compared with the rest of the table. We performed 1000 independent experiments on CUB-test from [27] and report the average and confidence interval here. All ensembles are trained on mini-ImageNet.

5.3.5 Performance under domain shift

Finally, we evaluate the performance of ensemble methods under domain shift. We proceed by meta-training the models on the mini-ImageNet training set and evaluate the model on the CUB-test set. The following setting was first proposed by [27] and aims at evaluating the performance of algorithms to adapt when the difference between training and testing distributions is large. To compare to the results reported in the original work, we adopt their CUB test split. Table 5.6 compares our results to the ones in [27]. We can see that neither the full robust ensemble nor its distilled version are able to do better than training a linear classifier on top of a frozen network. Yet, it does significantly better than distance-based approaches (denoted by cosine classifier in the table). However, if a diverse ensemble is used, it achieves the best accuracy. This is not surprising and highlights the importance of having diverse models when ensembling weak classifiers.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we show that distance-based classifiers for few-shot learning suffer from high variance, which can be significantly reduced by using an ensemble of classifiers. Unlike traditional ensembling paradigms where diversity of predictions is encouraged by various randomization and data augmentation techniques, we show that encouraging the networks to cooperate during training is also important.

The overall performance of a single network obtained by distillation (with no computational overhead at test time) leads to state-of-the-art performance for few
shot learning, without relying on the meta-learning paradigm. While such a result may sound negative for meta-learning approaches, it may simply mean that further research in this area is required to improve upon classical learning methods in few-shot image recognition.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis we focused on problems with scarce annotations, such as object detection, instance and semantic segmentation as well as few-shot learning. Our goal was to use annotated data in a more effective way by discovering connections between tasks and their annotations, explicitly modeling context to perform data augmentation or reducing the variance of classifiers with small data support.

Outline. The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.1 we summarize the contributions of the thesis. Section 6.2 gives directions for future research inspired by the work presented in the manuscript.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

In the current section we list all 3 contributions as they are presented in the thesis.

Joint object detection and semantic segmentation with BlitzNet.
In Chapter 3, we address the problem of object detection and semantic segmentation on datasets annotated for both tasks. We notice connections between the tasks and their annotations that allows us to design a unified framework solving both problems together. The main pipeline consists of a fully-convolutional neural network, that given an image predicts object bounding boxes and semantic segmentation masks. The system is trained jointly on both tasks, which allows it to benefit from presence of two types of annotations, i.e., on the region level (bounding boxes) and on the pixel level (segmentation masks). Such design principles lead to a system that:
1. Improves performance for object detection and semantic segmentation thanks to joint training and leads to state-of-the-art results.

2. Solves the two problems in real time thanks to computations shared between the tasks and efficient design.

3. Unifies the tasks of object detection and semantic segmentation in a universal pipeline that learns to combine local and global image information to improve accuracy on small objects.

The model works well for object detection and semantic segmentation. However, it does not support instance masks prediction by default as it requires higher model capacity and different system design. Other method limitations include still limited robustness to object scale, handling complicated scenes with many objects and false detections caused by ambiguous object context.

**Context-driven data augmentation for scene understanding.**
The contribution of Chapter 4 consists of designing a new data augmentation strategy for scene understanding problems on object level, such as object detection, semantic and instance segmentation. We increase the number of scenes within a dataset by copy-pasting objects from one image to another, using instance segmentation masks. The key observation was that an object has to be placed in the right visual context, otherwise it negatively affects the task’s accuracy. The context was modeled explicitly by a CNN; it takes as input visual neighborhood around a given image region and predict likelihood for different object categories to be present at this location. Pasting objects at locations proposed by the context model results in an augmentation pipeline that:

1. Synthesizes new plausible images for object-level scene understanding tasks and allows to effectively increase the size of initial dataset.

2. Improves performance on the tasks of semantic and instance segmentation and object detection, especially when annotations are scarce.

3. Allows to improve accuracy even on large-scale datasets with state-of-the-art recognition systems for object detection and instance segmentation.

Moreover, by using weakly-supervised learning, we could relax the need for pixel-wise annotations of instances to only bounding boxes to perform copy-pasting. However, image-level annotations are too fuzzy and the need for object boxes remains unsolved. Even though the augmentation procedure is automatic, it takes time to train the context model and to predict locations suitable for pasting. In fact, this step becomes a computational bottle-neck when augmenting datasets with large images, because the amount of computations here grows quadratically with input image resolution.
6.2 Future research and perspectives

Ensemble methods for few-shot learning
The contribution of Chapter 5 consists of introducing a new approach for few-shot learning. Our method was the first to address high variance of classifiers that inevitably arises in few-shot tasks. We proposed to train a diverse set of feature extractors, build mean centroid classifiers on top and ensemble their predictions. To speed up the inference, we distilled an ensemble into a single network with minor accuracy losses. This distilled classifier allowed us to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy on all standard benchmarks. To make ensembles more accurate and robust, we designed a joint training strategy that promotes cooperation between network during the training stage. This mechanism implements:

1. Sharing networks’ knowledge during training by penalizing difference between softmax activations. This allows the networks to improve each others predictions when training.

2. Robustness to small image transformations emerging when matching softmax activations across different transformations of one image. That further improves accuracy of individual ensemble member, while increasing output diversity between the networks.

3. Simplified ensemble distillation due to more aligned network’s activations. Thanks to this property, the gap in test accuracy between the full and distilled models is minimized.

Even though the method is accurate, it is agnostic to a change in training and testing data statistic, and hence is ignoring an important source of information. Implementing some form of feature adaptation may further improve the pipeline.

6.2 Future research and perspectives

In this section we give possible directions for future works, based on the contributions of this manuscripts.

Methods for Scene Understanding

BlitzNet with instance segmentation. The BlitzNet pipeline, introduced in Chapter 3, is designed to solve object detection and instance segmentation simultaneously. As it learns jointly on these two tasks, it benefits from different annotation types. Including an extra source of information, namely instance masks, should positively influence the system’s performance. Unfortunately, the model is not designed to do instance segmentation. Following the detection-based paradigm for instance segmentation, as in [82], one would naturally extend BlitzNet to predict instance masks from object-specific vectors, currently used to predict box offsets.
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and classification scores. Such design has two obvious flaws: high dimensionality of object vectors necessary to store information about the whole object mask, and the complexity of learnable upsampling, needed to convert this vector into a mask. To address these problems, one may leverage system’s multitasking and enforce consistency between semantic and instance segmentation, which will regularize the training as well. This may be done by forcing the union of all individual instance segmentations projected on the image plane to match the mask, predicted by the semantic segmentation head. This is similar in spirit to existing segmentation-based methods for instance segmentation [7,9,90]. However, in its core, it is still a detection-based framework that enjoys better accuracy. Such strategy offers a more explicit way to link semantic and instance segmentation problems and their annotations, and as a result may simplify the two tasks. In a similar fashion, it is possible to introduce additional constraints on the neighboring predicted masks; they must match at intersecting locations, when projected onto the image plane. Doing so will teach the network about the output and task structure and should be helpful for reducing the model’s complexity.

Adaptive proposal greed for one-stage detectors. Most popular one-stage object detectors follow the training procedure proposed by SSD [110], detailed in Section 2.3. All of them predict class categories and regress box offsets with respect to a grid of diverse bounding boxes, fixed prior to training. Scale and aspect ratio parameters of those boxes are chosen manually, however their optimal value is unknown and generally depends on a dataset. Benefits of adapting the initial proposal set to data were clearly demonstrated in [139,140]. The authors used clustering on location and shape of ground-truth training boxes, to select proposal box configurations maximizing foreground object coverage. However, this step is agnostic to the training procedure of the detector itself. Instead, we think that one may let the initial tiling parameters be variable and optimize them with back-propagation. Doing so must result in optimal tiling parameters and improve precision/recall of the system.

Data Augmentation for Scene Understanding

Instance-specific data augmentation with context guidance. The context model introduced in Chapter 4 predicts the probability of presence of any object of a specific category, given visual context around a pasting location. In this formulation, all objects of the same category are equally likely to be pasted onto a chosen location. However, intuitively, this assumption is too restrictive, as some instances may fit a scene better than others, due to more suitable scale, appearance, style, or other factors. An example of such scenario is given in Figure 6.1. To alleviate this shortcoming, one may assess the quality of generated images by using another model, that given an image, predicts photo-realism score. For example, it
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Figure 6.1 – Two images, augmented by pasting a different instance on the same location, proposed by the context model. Image (a) looks more visually convincing than (b) due to a better fit of pasted instance. This motivates the need for automatic selection of more successful image augmentations.

is possible to use a discriminator of a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [64] that models the dataset’s distributions. Although, it is not clear if this strategy will produce desirable results. Otherwise, one can train such classifier explicitly, using artificial data. Positive examples would be composed by pasting slightly transformed instances back at their location, while negative examples would be generated at random. Such model may capture desired photo-realism properties and score instances that suit a given scene higher. If such photo-realism model is available, one may generate several images using the context-driven data augmentation, score all of them with the photo-realism model, and select the top-scored one for training a scene-understanding system.

Generative context model. The context model proposed in Section 4 is a discriminative model operating on image regions, i.e., given an object’s location and visual content of its neighborhood it outputs how likely this location is to contain an object. As we typically evaluate hundreds of such locations with a CNN to find good pasting candidates, this step becomes a computational bottleneck. Instead, using a conditional generative model that proposes such locations, given an input image, is conceptually more appealing and beneficial in terms of computational complexity. Such model could be implemented by using a conditional GAN, that given an image, generates rectangles to be cut out off the image, in order to hide an object of a specific class. If such system is implemented, it will allow context-driven data augmentation to work in real-time, without the need to pre-compute pasting locations off-line.

Data augmentation by inpainting with new instances. Another way of
introducing new instances in an image, instead of copy-pasting the existing ones, is to train a generative model like GAN [64] to generate new objects. It is possible to learn the distribution of objects appearance, conditioned on their class, and then use it to sample new examples in a controlled way. Moreover, recent progress in generative modeling [109] makes it possible to do realistic image inpainting, where an arbitrary part of an image is deleted or masked-out, and later restored in a way that is natural and coherent with the rest of the image. Hence, combining these two tasks into one generative framework for class-conditioned object inpainting seems promising. For example, when having a confident box for placing an object of category $c$ inside (for example, proposed by the context model), one can inpaint its interior with the proposed generative model, by conditioning on the category $c$ and the image itself. Importantly, in this case we not only condition on the class of an object that has to appear in the box but on its surroundings as well, though only implicitly.

Alternatively, it is possible to find a middle ground between copy-pasting instances on images and inpainting empty boxes with imaginary objects. It amounts to using existing objects (copy) and blending them inside a scene using a generative model (paste). This may be implemented by taking a GAN proposed earlier in this section and additionally conditioning the generator on instance’s appearance. This will force the model to inpaint an empty box with the given real object, although adapted to fit the visual surrounding better. A similar approach was implemented in [176] and produced visually appealing results, although it solves a simpler task, namely pure object blending, with no inpainting. Since generative models are known to produce more realistic samples when learning conditional distributions, compared to marginal ones [148], there is hope that produced samples will be of sufficient quality to improve scene understanding performance when used as a data augmentation technique.

Methods for Few-shot Learning

Data augmentation for few-shot learning. A problem central to few-shot learning is the difference between training and testing set statistics, as highlighted in Section 2.5. This means that even if we have properly trained a network (did not overfit training images), say, for dog classification, obtained CNN will probably extract little useful features from images of birds. Hence, we can say that overfitting happened on the level of categories, or features. An increasingly popular [27, 59, 165] approach to this problem is to train a more general feature extractor on training categories, such that obtained features are more useful for new classes. Applying data augmentation to regularize the training is an option, but, unfortunately, most augmentation methods are designed to fight overfitting on image level; they preserve discriminative object’s features, while only modifying image’s
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appearance [80, 92, 187]. Fortunately, as supported by the results in Section 4, a data augmentation strategy leveraging prior knowledge about the task may be more useful. To this end, a sensible data augmentation method is to corrupt most discriminative object parts in training images. Doing so will force the network to pay more attention to other object features, that must be used for reasoning, and to extract more distinct features as a consequence. The overall idea could be summarized as using data augmentation to diversifying CNN’s filter bank, which should be beneficial for solving a set of problems unknown beforehand.

**Feature adaptation for ensemble methods.** To tackle few-shot problems, in Chapter 5, we propose to learn a rather general feature extractor that reduces the variance of few-shot classifiers. This alone provided state-of-the-art accuracy on several few-shot learning benchmarks. However, the method is completely agnostic to the domain shift between training and testing sets. There is a considerable body of literature in few-shot classification that adress this problem by feature adaptation [18, 125, 146]. This is done by either adjusting the weights of a CNN feature extractor, based on observed samples of new categories [18, 125], or by first extracting image representations with a CNN, and then mapping them to another, task-specific space [146]. In fact, the benefits of feature adaptation are orthogonal to our contributions in Chapter 5. Thus, it should be possible to further improve our low-variance image embeddings by adjusting them to new classes, which may lead to higher accuracy on few-shot learning problems.

**Learning on large datasets without annotations.** The main motivation of this manuscript to address effective learning methods on limited datasets was poor performance of unsupervised approaches, even when trained on much bigger corpuses. However, learning good quality image representations with no annotations at all is of foremost importance, as it will allow to leverage billions of images freely available on the web. Hence, developing methods for learning without human supervision is essential for further development. One way to do unsupervised learning is to use an encoder-decoder neural network and train it with a reconstruction loss [86, 171]. Another possibility is to use self-supervised learning, where the structure of input is used to produce surrogate labels for learning feature representations [40, 60, 129]. Clustering, a classical unsupervised learning approach, has been recently turned into a way to learn image representations too [23]. Even though conceptually different, when used for feature extraction, all these methods produce similar results on image classification, and are far behind fully supervised methods. A common point between these paradigms, is that they all use hand-crafted objectives for unsupervised learning, that are only a rough proxy for downstream performance, for example on classification. Thus, using a “smarter” objective may significantly improve unsupervised representation learning.

One way to learn a smarter learning procedure is to use meta-learning [152, 164].
Even though not very successful for few-shot image classification, this paradigm offers new tools for learning prior knowledge [57] or neural network update rules [4], that is beyond the scope of standard learning tools. Importantly, such methods incorporate two nested levels of optimization and allow to take into account two different objectives, one of which could be a desired down-stream task [114]. Hence, it should be possible to use annotated data to learn an unsupervised learning algorithm, that will achieve good performance when tested against the ground-truth labels. The obtained learning algorithm can then be used to learn feature representations from unlabeled data corpuses. Importantly, such learning schemes must be transferable across datasets to be useful, thus learning them must be addressed carefully. With this approach, the new unsupervised learning rules must outperform their hand-crafted counterparts and may open up new perspective for learning algorithms in general.
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1. Equal contribution
Several source code bases created during this thesis are available online.

— Source code of BlitzNet:
   https://github.com/dvornikita/blitznet/
   This code allows to train and evaluate BlitzNet on benchmark datasets such as PASCAL VOC [47] and COCO [108], otherwise the documentation provides the instructions on how to adapt the system to a custom dataset. To improve reproducibility, the repository includes a fast-to-run demo, models already pre-trained on the benchmark datasets, and a script to measure inference speed. Additionally, the repository provides an interactive interface. It allows to easily run the pipeline locally with images stored on a hard-drive or from the web, by providing an image link. The BlitzNet engine was implemented using TensorFlow software package [2], while the interface is built with Tk.

— Source code of the context-driven data augmentation pipeline:
   https://github.com/dvornikita/context_aug
   This repository provides two main tools necessary for data augmentation. First, it implements the CNN context model with the training and inference routines. We also released the weights of already trained context models. The second part implements the data augmentation pipeline, that given outputs of the context model, selects and blends new objects in the image. The scripts to extract all labeled instances from a dataset and to perform matching of instances with candidate locations are provided. The project is implemented using TensorFlow [2].
Source code of the ensemble methods for few-shot learning:
https://github.com/dvornikita/fewshot_ensemble
This code implements the entire procedure to perform few-shot learning with ensemble methods. First, it allows to train a single or ensemble model for standard classification on a meta-training set. One can train ensembles independently or with proposed penalties of cooperation, diversity or robustness. The code for building mean-centroid classifiers and evaluating few-shot classification accuracy on new categories is provided as well. The method was implemented using PyTorch [128] library.
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Additional Results and Details

C.1 Additional results for BlitzNet
Figure C.1 – **Qualitative results for the task of object detection.** The results are obtained by the BlitzNet512 trained on VOC07 and VOC12 train-val augmented with extra segmentation masks.
Figure C.2 – **Improved and failure cases of detection by BlitzNet300 comparing to SSD300.** Each pair of images corresponds to the results of detection by SSD300 (left) and BlitzNet300 (right). The cases of improved detection are presented on the top part of the figure and the cases where both methods still fail are placed below the dashed line. It’s clear that our pipeline provides more accurate detections in presence of small objects, complicated scenes and objects consisting of several parts with different appearance. The failure cases indicate that modern pipelines still struggle to handle ambiguous big objects (top left), intraclass variability (top right), misleading context (bottom right) and highly occluded objects (bottom left).
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C.2 Implementation Details of Network Ensembles

In this section, we elaborate on training, testing and distillation details of the ensemble methods proposed in Chapter 5. The details are presented for different datasets, network architectures and input image resolution.

Training ResNet18 on 84x84 images on mini-ImageNet. For all experiments, we use ResNet18 with input image size 84x84, train with the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate $3 \cdot 10^{-4}$, which is decreased by a factor 10 once during training when no improvement in validation accuracy is observed for $p$ consecutive epochs. We use $p = 20$ for training individual models, $p = 30$ for training ensembles and when distilling the model. When distilling an ensemble into one network, $p$ is doubled. We use random crops and color augmentation during training as well as weight decay with parameter $\lambda = 5 \cdot 10^{-4}$. At training time we use random crop, color transformation and adding random noise as data augmentation. During the meta-testing stage, we take central crops of size 224 x 224 from images and feed them to the feature extractor. No other preprocessing is used at test time. The parameters used in distillation are the same as in Section 5.3.3 of the manuscript.

Training WideResNet28 on 80x80 images on mini-ImageNet. For all experiments, we use WideResNet28 with input image size 80x80, train with the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate $1 \cdot 10^{-4}$, which is decreased by a factor 10 once during training when no improvement in validation accuracy is observed for $p$ consecutive epochs. We use $p = 20$ for training individual models, $p = 30$ for training ensembles and when distilling the model. When distilling an ensemble into one network, $p$ is doubled. We use random crops and color augmentation during training as well as weight decay with parameter $\lambda = 5 \cdot 10^{-4}$. We also set a dropout rate inside convolutional blocks to be 0.5 as described in. At training time we use random crop and color transformation only as data augmentation. During the meta-testing stage, we take central crops of size 80 x 80 from images and feed them to the feature extractor. No other preprocessing is used at test time. The parameters used in distillation are the same as in Section 5.3.3 of the manuscript. Here, the maximal ensemble size we evaluated is 10 and not 20 due to memory limitations on available GPUs. Therefore, to construct an ensemble of size 20 we merge two ensembles of size 10, that were trained independently.

Training ResNet18 on 224x224 images on tiered-ImageNet. For all experiments, we use ResNet18 with input image size 224x224, train with the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate $3 \cdot 10^{-4}$, which is decreased by a factor 10 once during training when no improvement in validation accuracy is observed for $p$ consecutive epochs. We use $p = 20$ for training individual models, ensembles and for distillation. We use random crops and color augmentation during training as well as weight decay with parameter $\lambda = 1 \cdot 10^{-4}$. At training time we use random crop and color transformation. During the meta-testing stage, we take central
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crops of size $224 \times 224$ from images and feed them to the feature extractor. No other preprocessing is used at test time. The parameters used in distillation are the same as in Section 5.3.3 of the manuscript.

C.3 Additional Results for Few-shot Classification

In this section we report and analyze the performance of different ensemble types depending on their size for different network architectures and input image resolutions.

**Few-shot Classification with ResNet18 on 84x84 images on mini-ImageNet.** The results for 1- and 5-shot classification on mini-ImageNet are presented in Table C.2 and summarized in Figure C.3. We can see that Cooperation training is the most successful here for all ensemble sizes $< 20$ and other training strategies that introduce diversity tend to perform worse. This happens because single networks are far from overfitting the training set (as opposed to the case with 224x224 input size) and forcing diversity acts as harmful regularization. In contrary, cooperation training enforces useful learning signal and helps ensemble members achieve higher accuracy. Only for $n = 20$ where diversity matters more, robust ensembles perform the best.

**Few-shot Classification with WideResNet28 on 80x80 images on mini-ImageNet.** Results for 1- and 5-shot classification on mini-ImageNet are presented in Table C.1 and summarized in Figure C.3. In this case we can see again that Diverse training does not help since the networks do not memorize the training set. Robust ensembles outperform other training regimes emphasizing the importance of the proposed solution that generalizes across architectures.
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#### Table C.1 – Few-shot classification accuracy on MiniImageNet, using ResNet18 and 84x84 image size.

The first column gives the strategy, the top row indicates the number \( N \) of networks in an ensemble. Here, \( \text{dist} \) means that an ensemble was distilled into a single network, and ‘++’ indicates that extra unannotated images were used for distillation. We performed 1000 independent experiments on mini-ImageNet-test and report the average with 95% confidence interval. All networks are trained on mini-ImageNet-train set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>70.59 ± 0.51</td>
<td>73.24 ± 0.49</td>
<td>74.29 ± 0.48</td>
<td>74.89 ± 0.47</td>
<td>75.69 ± 0.47</td>
<td>75.93 ± 0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>70.59 ± 0.51</td>
<td>72.35 ± 0.47</td>
<td>73.44 ± 0.49</td>
<td>74.81 ± 0.48</td>
<td>75.47 ± 0.48</td>
<td>76.36 ± 0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>70.59 ± 0.51</td>
<td>74.04 ± 0.47</td>
<td>74.81 ± 0.47</td>
<td>76.37 ± 0.48</td>
<td>76.73 ± 0.48</td>
<td>76.50 ± 0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>70.59 ± 0.51</td>
<td>72.92 ± 0.50</td>
<td>73.09 ± 0.43</td>
<td>75.69 ± 0.42</td>
<td>76.71 ± 0.47</td>
<td>76.90 ± 0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Distilled Ensembles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>73.04 ± 0.50</td>
<td>73.58 ± 0.49</td>
<td>74.35 ± 0.48</td>
<td>74.69 ± 0.49</td>
<td>75.24 ± 0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist++</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>73.50 ± 0.49</td>
<td>74.17 ± 0.49</td>
<td>74.84 ± 0.49</td>
<td>75.12 ± 0.44</td>
<td>75.62 ± 0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>53.31 ± 0.64</td>
<td>55.72 ± 0.60</td>
<td>56.85 ± 0.64</td>
<td>57.90 ± 0.63</td>
<td>58.21 ± 0.63</td>
<td>58.56 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>53.31 ± 0.64</td>
<td>54.61 ± 0.62</td>
<td>55.90 ± 0.62</td>
<td>57.06 ± 0.63</td>
<td>57.49 ± 0.62</td>
<td>58.93 ± 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>53.31 ± 0.64</td>
<td>55.80 ± 0.64</td>
<td>57.13 ± 0.63</td>
<td>58.18 ± 0.64</td>
<td>58.63 ± 0.63</td>
<td>58.73 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>53.31 ± 0.64</td>
<td>55.95 ± 0.62</td>
<td>56.27 ± 0.64</td>
<td>58.51 ± 0.65</td>
<td>59.38 ± 0.65</td>
<td>59.48 ± 0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Distilled Ensembles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>56.84 ± 0.64</td>
<td>56.58 ± 0.65</td>
<td>57.13 ± 0.63</td>
<td>57.41 ± 0.65</td>
<td>58.11 ± 0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist++</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>56.53 ± 0.62</td>
<td>57.03 ± 0.64</td>
<td>57.48 ± 0.65</td>
<td>58.05 ± 0.63</td>
<td>58.67 ± 0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Figure C.3 – Dependency of ensemble accuracy on network architecture and input size for different ensemble strategies (one for each color) and various numbers of networks on MiniImageNet 5-shots classification. Solid lines give the ensemble accuracy after aggregating predictions. The average performance of single models from the ensemble is plotted with a dashed line. Best viewed in color.

(a) ResNet18 with 84x84 input  
(b) WideResNet28 with 80x80 input
### 5-shot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>77.54 ± 0.45</td>
<td>78.78 ± 0.45</td>
<td>79.26 ± 0.43</td>
<td>79.91 ± 0.44</td>
<td>80.12 ± 0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>77.54 ± 0.45</td>
<td>77.88 ± 0.45</td>
<td>79.15 ± 0.44</td>
<td>79.79 ± 0.44</td>
<td>80.18 ± 0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>77.54 ± 0.45</td>
<td>78.96 ± 0.46</td>
<td>80.06 ± 0.44</td>
<td>80.58 ± 0.45</td>
<td>80.87 ± 0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>77.54 ± 0.45</td>
<td>78.99 ± 0.45</td>
<td>80.12 ± 0.43</td>
<td>80.91 ± 0.43</td>
<td>81.72 ± 0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distilled Ensembles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1-shot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist</td>
<td>79.44 ± 0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist++</td>
<td>79.16 ± 0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1-shot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>59.02 ± 0.63</td>
<td>60.07 ± 0.62</td>
<td>60.58 ± 0.61</td>
<td>61.24 ± 0.63</td>
<td>62.05 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td>59.02 ± 0.63</td>
<td>58.87 ± 0.62</td>
<td>60.63 ± 0.61</td>
<td>61.30 ± 0.62</td>
<td>62.28 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation</td>
<td>59.02 ± 0.63</td>
<td>60.22 ± 0.62</td>
<td>61.03 ± 0.61</td>
<td>62.07 ± 0.61</td>
<td>62.42 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust</td>
<td>59.02 ± 0.63</td>
<td>60.92 ± 0.62</td>
<td>62.03 ± 0.62</td>
<td>62.78 ± 0.61</td>
<td>63.39 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distilled Ensembles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ensemble type</th>
<th>1-shot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist</td>
<td>61.07 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust-dist++</td>
<td>61.37 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.2 – Few-shot classification accuracy on MiniImageNet, using WideResNet28 and 80x80 image size. The first column gives the strategy, the top row indicates the number \(N\) of networks in an ensemble. Here, dist means that an ensemble was distilled into a single network, and ‘++’ indicates that extra unannotated images were used for distillation. We performed 1000 independent experiments on mini-ImageNet-test and report the average with 95% confidence interval. All networks are trained on mini-ImageNet-train set.
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